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executive Summary

I

n 2017-18, the johns Hopkins Center for Health Security conducted a multiphase research
project to help inform the development of a strategic approach for communicating about

global catastrophic biological risks (GCbRs). in brief, we defne a GCbR as a biological
development that could adversely afect the human species as a whole or radically change the
course of human civilization—for instance, a severe pandemic involving a naturally occurring or
deliberately engineered pathogen. GCbRs are an emerging concern among a discrete set of
scientists and organizations located principally in europe and the united States. to conceive
and implement activities necessary to prevent or respond to biological threats of a global scale
will require efective communication of the issue’s importance—internationally—to a range
of people with knowledge, infuence, and control of resources.
First, we sought to elicit the attitudes and assumptions that infuential individuals in science,
policy, and practice communities now hold regarding GCbRs. knowing major ideas in common,
diverging points of view, and the rationale behind them can enable issue advocates to defne
GCbR in meaningful terms and to spur and strengthen commitment to risk reduction.
Second, we analyzed other times in history when it became necessary to alert policymakers,
practitioners, and the public to the possibility of a globally catastrophic, potentially existential
threat, in order to understand how others have communicated about such dire problems
without shutting down the conversation and with successful engagement of public attention
and action. Following these analyses, the Center developed a set of considerations and
suggestions for individuals and institutions interested in championing the issue of GCbRs
more efectively.
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p Ha Se 1
Defning GCbRs and persuading others
about the problem: expert Refections

greater public priority. to keep individuals from writing of

We queried experts from 11 countries and from diverse

the larger problem of GCbRs helps make mitigation both a

felds including the life sciences, the history of plagues

concrete and proximate objective for diverse communities and

and pandemics, public health preparedness and disaster

nations. Moreover, showing how investments for uncommon

medicine, security policy and new technologies, and

events such as a severe infuenza pandemic also generate

existential risks about the following: What constitutes a

short-term gains can persuade new allies to attend to the

GCbR? How might a GCbR be contained? How can we speak

GCbR problem, especially countries where current disease

persuasively about GCbRs? among the major fndings were:

burdens already drastically curtail human potential. Framing

No readily shared defnition of what constitutes a GCBR exists
among infuential professionals knowledgeable about the origins
and impacts of extreme biorisks. For most experts thinking
about GCbRs, that which comes readily to mind are wellknown naturally occurring pandemics, such as the Spanish
Flu and the black Death, and the certain prospect of another
infuenza pandemic. Yet, individuals who are familiar with

GCbRs as an improbable, intractable, or expensive problem
not worth addressing, advocates should frame the issue as
urgent and solvable. using “pandemic” as the metaphor for

a pandemic as more than a human health threat can further
broaden the set of stakeholders interested in GCbR mitigation.

pH a S e 2
Communicating about the Very Worst of
Cases: Historical insights

advances in bioscience and biotechnology warn that

to uncover potential principles for catastrophic or existential

engineered pathogens have an even greater potential to

risk communication, we spoke to experts who had

threaten the human species as a whole. Despite the divergent

characterized other global scale threats and moved them into

emphases, the experts still expressed a common conviction

the public domain: nuclear winter, bioterrorism, and climate

that biological threats are forever evolving because of the

change. our case study informants discussed motivations for

dynamic and intertwined domains of microbiology, ecology,

taking a public stand; sources of infuence; communication

society, and technology.

strategies, challenges, and successes; and unique aspects of

While a GCBR could emerge anywhere and ultimately afect
everywhere, rallying a coordinated response will be difcult in a

communicating about the very worst of cases. Major
observations included:

fractured world. GCbRs are a problem at various scales—

Underlying political and cultural currents, as well as abrupt crises,

local, national, regional, global. no one organization is

infuence the extent to which people recognize and/or act on

charged with protecting the well-being of the entire species.

global scale risk. the knowledge and ideals advanced by the

Some nations come to the problem with major existing health

environmental and nuclear disarmament movements helped

burdens, uneven outbreak management capacities, and larger

make the nuclear winter threat more salient. political climate

economic and political challenges. the term GCbR is

also stymied global risk awareness, as in the antagonism of a

potentially polarizing because the Global South’s endemic

hawkish administration toward nuclear winter science or of

infectious disease problems are not typically included in the

fossil-fuel interests toward climate change predictions. Crises

core idea. GCbR, for some interviewees, is also an awkward

have made remote existential threats more real, immediate,

term whose meaning is not readily translated—a poor rallying

and urgent: For example, Hurricanes katrina and Sandy

cry when a global response is necessary. in contrast,

concretized the disastrous efects of a changing climate, the

“pandemic” is gaining worldwide salience.

2001 anthrax attacks exemplifed a deliberate outbreak, and

Explaining GCBRs as a pressing and tractable problem whose
forward-looking solutions ofer benefts today accords the issue

the recent uS-north korea nuclear standof reignited interest
in nuclear winter theories.

Despite obstacles, scientists have been key champions around

Relate GCBRs to the current context and concerns of those you

existential risks, enabled by their technical expertise, social

seek to engage and make the risk as tangible as possible. use

infuence, and global networks. the epidemiology of

“pandemic” as the memorable stand-in for GCbRs, conveying

smallpox, the atmospheric study of dust and smoke, the

the surety of an infuenza pandemic; the surprise of what

climate science behind the greenhouse efect, and other

might come as glimpsed with newly emerging infectious

scientifc research have been key to substantiating global

diseases such as SaRS, Zika, and ebola; and the growing but

risks. but scientists have faced major barriers in translating

underappreciated risk of a bioengineered pathogen release.

technical knowledge into social action. nuclear winter

to navigate shifing political and cultural winds, tie the issue

theorists were disparaged for departing a “neutral observer”

to contemporary events, ally with groups that hold adjacent

role to weigh in on a highly politically charged policy. in all

interests, and outline the GCbR implications when relevant

cases, competing theories have undermined confdence in

crises emerge. Reference a planetary “we” while appealing

the basic risk assessment. experts providing proof of an

to a self-interested “me,” being conscious that larger

existential risk have also been hampered by technical idioms

circumstances afect a person’s identity, social obligations,

and audiences unfamiliar with the basics of physics, the

and economic and political power.

climate system, infectious diseases, and so on.

Present GCBRs as a challenge where solutions are possible,

People put of acting on global scale risks when they perceive the

enhancing a sense of self-efcacy. use a solutions-oriented

impacts to be remote—occurring only rarely, in the distant future,

narrative to prevent seeding a hopeless or fatalistic outlook,

or to faraway others. Much of the world assumed the 2

and, to the extent possible, outline specifc risk reduction

superpowers threatened only themselves during a nuclear

approaches or a concrete path to develop an action plan. avoid

exchange, until planetary cooling was seen to jeopardize every

radical extremes, relying on middle-of-the-road scenarios that

nation’s interests. because the efects of global warming are

can depict the situation as grave yet tractable. Spotlight the

protracted and experienced more acutely in countries with

routine co-benefts of investing in GCbR mitigation, thus

limited political and economic pull, the climate change

providing stewards of limited resources a solid justifcation

movement has had difculty gaining traction. Concerned

for expenditures on the issue. identify leverage points in

about bioterrorism, public health and medical experts

nonhealth arenas for mitigating a GCbR, broadening the base

struggled to convince policymakers of the dangerous and

of stakeholders who can help forestall cascading efects on

disruptive efects of a deliberate outbreak, until the anthrax-

political, economic, and social systems (eg, how industry can

laden letters shut down government, rattled the public, and

ofset workforce depletion and disrupted supply chains).

overwhelmed health agencies.

pH a Se 3
Heightening awareness and Motivating
action around GCbRs: Recommendations

Diversify, strengthen, and share the scientifc evidence for GCBRs
and their mitigation. build an interdisciplinary network of
scientists who can depict the problem in credible and holistic
terms and also work toward solutions, including those that
address the social vulnerability of the human host, the
virulence and transmissibility of the pathogen, and the role

based on phases 1 and 2, we distilled advice on how to prompt

of nonhealth sectors in GCbR mitigation. Foster a genuinely

more awareness and action around GCbRs for subject matter

international community of GCbR scholars to strengthen

experts wanting to exert their technical and social authority on

capacity both within and across nations, and advance the

this matter and enlist colleagues in doing so, philanthropists

knowledge needed to understand, communicate, and manage

seeking to extend the impact of their initiatives that touch on

global biorisks. provide interested scholars with access to

GCbRs (eg, health and security from individual to global

resources (eg, science-writer collaborations) that enable them

levels), and political advocates hoping to make the case for

to convey technical knowledge regarding GCbRs in terms

investing a portion of public resources in the issue.

meaningful to a broad audience.
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project overview
in the following report, authors from the johns Hopkins Center for Health Security
outline its research and recommendations concerning a strategic communication
approach to motivate greater social awareness and action around global catastrophic
biological risks (GCbRs).

I

n brief, a GCbR represents a shif in biology that could jeopardize humanity as a whole, such as a
severe pandemic involving a pathogen that emerges through natural evolution, deliberate creation

and release, or accidental laboratory escape.1 Such grave global threats require a commensurate level
of study, planning, and efort to withstand them. at present, however, only a small set of scientists and
organizations located mainly in europe and the united States have begun to think systematically about
GCbRs.2-19 thus, we need an efective way to communicate the issue’s signifcance to audiences worldwide

and, in particular, to individuals who can apply their knowledge, infuence, and command of resources
to the problem.
three phases comprised this project, as refected in the report’s organization:
in Pa r t 1 , we spoke to experts in diverse felds relevant to GCbRs, including the life sciences, the history
of plagues, public health preparedness, disaster medicine, security policy and new technologies, and
existential risks. they addressed the following questions: What is a GCbR? How might a GCbR be
contained? How can we speak persuasively about GCbRs? our goal was to discern how issue advocates
might better frame the problem for others, knowing where thought leaders now converge and diverge in
their language and reasoning about GCbRs.
in Pa r t 2, we conducted historic case studies, interviewing key fgures who were among the frst experts
to characterize other catastrophic, potentially existential risks and move them squarely into the public
domain. We explored the communication challenges and opportunities they faced and the approaches
they applied when presenting the respective dangers of nuclear winter, bioterrorism, and climate change.
our aim was to uncover potential risk communication principles for the very worst of cases.

in Pa r t 3 , we considered the joint fndings of our key informant interviews and historic cases to
develop a set of recommendations for GCbR issue champions. intended users are subject matter experts
who want to exert their authority on the topic among a broader audience and to exhort colleagues to do
the same, political advocates who are interested in making a more powerful case for applying a share of
public resources to the problem, and philanthropists who wish to maximize the impact of their giving in
regards to existential risk, global health, and global security.
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PART 1

Defning Global
Catastrophic biological
Risks and persuading
others about the problem:
experts on pathogens, plagues,
and public Health Weigh in

T

he power of a severe pandemic to kill in large numbers, disrupt economies and political
systems, and unravel the social fabric is a prospect that certain individuals and groups have

tried to communicate.20,21 Compelling evidence suggests that this scenario is even more likely

than before: Modern husbandry practices could enable a devastating infuenza virus to emerge
more easily,22,23 inadvertent biosafety lapses could release a pathogen of pandemic potential
from a lab,24,25 or national governments or rogue groups—or both working together—could
direct the engineering of a bioweapon to cause great harm globally or to exert immense political
leverage.26,27 Moreover, natural microbial events in the past 2 decades (eg, H5n1, SaRS, 2009
H1n1, MeRS, Zika, ebola, H7n9) presage the potential regional or global impact that future
infectious diseases could infict.28-30
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Defning GCbRs: experts Weigh in

Humanity’s fate is increasingly subject to microbial impact,
yet society’s response is incommensurate with the potential

Met H o DS

dangers. in this setting, our study takes a frst step toward

over a period of 6 months in 2017, the project team conducted

determining how better to heighten awareness and motivate

44 one-on-one interviews with key informants. Study

action about GCbRs, such as the scenarios above. its interest

participants held expertise in felds that bore directly on

lies at the interface of science and politics: What are these

GCbRs, including the life sciences, the history of plagues and

extreme risks and how do they get on the public agenda?

pandemics, public health preparedness and disaster

these questions involve fundamental communication

medicine, security and new technologies, and existential

matters such as ideas, evidence, language, narrative, and

risks. in all, 19 distinct disciplines and 11 countries were

persuasion. Considered here are processes of framing, whereby

represented among interviewees, as were government,

a societal problem like a GCbR is defned, delimited, and

nongovernment, and industry sectors.

portrayed to others, and agenda setting, wherein an issue
prompts attention by decision makers who must weigh
competing aims amidst fnite public resources and a dynamic
political backdrop.31

the project team pursued 3 lines of questioning: What
constitutes a GCbR? How might a GCbR be prevented or
contained? and what are recommended strategies for
communicating persuasively about GCbRs? interviewees

the purpose of part 1 of this project is to uncover the current

provided their own defnitions and examples of a GCbR afer

ideas, beliefs, and standpoints of diverse experts regarding

being presented with the description of a global catastrophic

GCbRs; this baseline is a frst step toward the development of

risk (GCR) as a situation that could afect the human species

a common language and community that can help advance

as a whole or radically change the course of human

the science and social legitimacy of the issue. a plausible

civilization.36-38 Conducted by telephone, the interviews

and compelling depiction of the problem could motivate

typically lasted 45 to 60 minutes. Summary reports were

previously unknowing, agnostic, or somewhat skeptical

prepared for each interview, and the audiotaped proceedings

audiences to learn more and to work toward fnding solutions.

were later transcribed.

Moreover, by knowing points of expert convergence and
divergence, we can better assess whether an authoritative
and coordinated network (ie, epistemic community32,33) now
exists or could exist that has the power to wield its knowledge
and to infuence the policy enterprise in the interest of
improved human welfare—in this case, GCbR mitigation.
epistemic communities have been instrumental in advancing
policies at national and international levels for other
existential threats.34,35

using nVivo qualitative analysis sofware, the project team
coded the transcripts and summary reports in the rare
instance when an interviewee declined taping. Coding themes
were drafed initially based on the specifc lines of inquiry and
then elaborated through group discussion and review of the
summary reports. During the coding process, teams of 2
researchers reviewed the entire transcript database for each
of the 3 lines of inquiry and associated subthemes. analysis
of the coded data produced the fndings discussed below.
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PART 1

Fin D i n G S

“just as a naturally caused but socially constructed

bounding the problem—GCbR attributes
and impacts

therefore, moves pathogens around, war does the same

there was broad consensus that biological
risks are ever evolving, and that novel social,
ecological, and technological conditions, and
their interplay, are magnifying the potential
for a GCb event.
biological risks have changed over the course of human
history and will continue to do so because of the dynamic
evolution of societies and the conditions in which they exist.
Many experts felt the escalating rates of urbanization and
globalization of travel and trade would increase the
probability and impact of GCbRs, since these trends bring
more people into contact with each other more rapidly. jet
travel has signifcantly decreased the time it would take for a
pathogen to be spread around the world, as seen in the recent

impact of crop failure moves people around, and,
thing. and when people are uprooted as refugees, on
the one hand, their whole health deteriorates.”
a number of experts judged that novel ecological conditions,
such as climate change and deforestation, have also
heightened the potential for GCb events. Warmer climates
contribute to new disease vector patterns, such as the
expansion of disease-carrying mosquito populations to
regions of the world previously free from this threat. Food
insecurity induced by a changing climate amplifes the risk
for a GCb event, because, a number of experts noted,
malnutrition and famine conditions can increase a
population’s susceptibility to disease. the increasing
interface of humans, domestic animals, and wildlife due to
changing habitats has led to emergence of new pathogens
with pandemic potential, and that will continue as this
interface evolves. as one interviewee told us:

ebola epidemic in West africa or the SaRS outbreak of 2002.

“What can accelerate matters more when it comes to,

Historians pointed out that greater population mobility has

for example, zoonotic disease, is that with deforestation

driven enhanced spread of contagion throughout history, so

proceeding apace and with wild animals being able to

we should continue to expect the same as global mobility

migrate more easily into areas of human habitat, that

increases. travel, upheaval, and chaos associated with World

that would unleash pathogens at a rate that we cannot

War i, for example, exacerbated the spread of the Spanish fu

predict or anticipate clearly.”

around the globe. Describing a successive period of heavy
mortality in italy in the 16th and 17th centuries, one
interviewee related:

others also stressed that the efects of ecological changes on
biological risks were uncertain, that global warming had
reached unprecedented levels, and that “we don’t have
anything right now to tell us what this level of global warming
will do on any level.” Many seemed to agree, though, that

C OUN T RI E S REP RE SENTED
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11%
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industry
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Defning GCbRs: experts Weigh in

ecological changes are highly interconnected with changing

“Certainly, anything that results in a signifcant human

societal conditions, such as population movements, and that

mortality will be a global catastrophic risk. and from

together these continually evolving factors will play a role in

an infectious disease point of view, we have 4 or 5 great

the emergence and impact of future GCbRs.

examples. there is the plague of justinian, the black

While experts saw the interplay of biological risks and
changing societal and ecological conditions as having a long
historical precedent, many felt technological advances had the
power to alter the nature of future biological risks greatly.
Specifcally, some noted that developments in gene editing

Death. there is the Columbian exchange that i just
mentioned. and . . . then the most recent will have
been the 1918 epidemic. but to me the denominator
that afects the course of history is usually a signifcant
human mortality.”

and synthetic biology have expanded rapidly in recent years,

For these experts, the fact that naturally occurring pathogens

and barriers to creating a new biological threat have begun to

have wiped out almost entire populations in certain regions

diminish as a result. the increased access to biotechnology

in the past—for example, measles and smallpox among

has enhanced the potential for the accidental or deliberate

native americans in the new World during the Columbian

release of a new, virulent pathogen that could kill millions of

exchange—and have the capacity to spread around the world,

people or destroy signifcant amounts of the world’s food

as occurred with Spanish Flu, supports the idea that such

supply very quickly. one expert remarked:

pathogens constitute GCbRs. among naturally occurring

“i think as laboratory techniques become easier and
cheaper, and as the ambition of scientists to do what
they consider interesting science involving pathogens
expands, there’s a risk of creating and then accidentally

pathogens, many felt infuenza was the most likely culprit for
a GCbR, since it was “much likelier to go global” and “reach
pandemic levels very quickly” because of the rapid transmissibility of the virus that regularly mutates.

releasing pathogens that are highly transmissible and

not all experts limited their examples of naturally occurring

for which there is little immunity in the population.

GCbRs to acute, high-mortality events, however. Some felt that

and i think that’s a new possibility.”

dengue fever, malaria, and HiV/aiDS could all be considered

Some experts felt the risks posed by new technological
developments were less predictable than risks from known
biological threats.

When depicting a GCbR, experts gravitated
either toward a naturally occurring threat or a
bioengineered agent.
When asked to describe or provide examples of what they
thought constituted a GCb event, most experts readily listed

GCbRs because they kill millions of people around the world,
even if not all at once. others believed GCbRs could arise from
pathogens that attack crops, animals, and other parts of the
ecosystem (eg, bees) that support the human food supply. For
instance, the massive biological infection of potatoes in the
19th century contributed to famine conditions in ireland and
other parts of europe. therefore, while naturally occurring
pathogens constitute a main category of GCbR for people,
there is even some variation in which natural threats people
emphasized as having the potential to be a GCbR.

naturally occurring pandemics, such as the Spanish Flu of

although most interviewees named naturally occurring

1918-19 or the black Death. these familiar events appear

pandemics as examples of GCb events, experts who listed

in broader analyses of global catastrophic risks (GCRs) as

bioengineered threats felt that these altered pathogens were

well.

39,40

experts cited these pandemics because these

more likely to cause a true GCb event leading to a permanent

are known to have caused great human mortality around

loss of human population or human potential. these latter

the world:

experts argued that since no naturally occurring pandemic has
yet caused discontinuity in the human species’ ability to

PART 1

manage, adapt, and move on, these types of threats were

absence of readily accessible, efective medical countermeasures

unlikely to cause such discontinuity in the future. a

(ie, drugs, vaccines, and other therapeutics). For example,

synthesized smallpox virus, on the other hand, could

when asked for historical examples of GCbRs, one informant

potentially kill a signifcant portion of the human population

cited “infectious diseases, particularly those that have killed a

quickly, because no one would have any immunity to this

lot of people, like plague and [ebola virus disease]. Historical

infectious agent. additionally, some experts also noted that

examples would include tb, infuenza, and syphilis, which is

unfavorable circumstances exist for pathogens to reach the

now reemerging.” another interviewee, citing SaRS, swine fu,

mortality levels characteristic of a global catastrophic risk

and ebola as examples of GCbRs, further delineated 3

naturally: an extremely virulent and lethal pathogen, for

categories of infectious diseases with the potential to cause

example, will likely kill human hosts before hosts can

global catastrophe: pathogens with the potential to emerge

transmit it to others. Conversely, a pathogen is more likely to

across species; pathogens that cause clusters of disease, such

spread widely if human hosts live long enough to pass it on.

as ebola and H5n1 infuenza; and pathogens that go on to

there did not seem to be a clear consensus among

become endemic, such as HiV.

interviewees about whether accidentally or deliberately

others, meanwhile, measured the severity of infectious

released engineered threats were more likely to cause a GCb

disease crises in terms of their associated morbidity and

event in the future. However, many felt the probability of a

mortality rates, proposing specifc numeric thresholds for

GCbR caused by a bioengineered pathogen was increasing

diferentiating among emergencies, catastrophes, and

because of the development of cheaper and more accessible

existential events. one expert remarked:

biotechnology and the increased sharing and openness of
knowledge in the feld of synthetic biology. in particular,
some feared, the capacity to manufacture and release a new
pathogen was becoming a greater possibility for non-state
organizations and actors, such as terrorist groups.

presently, GCbR is an amorphous category;
communities of practice imagine defnitional
thresholds and concrete impacts very
diferently.

“everything below 5 billion [deaths] is not existential
but is really terrible and worthy of working on. the
only way you would get to say, 10,000 people dying of
something, is to have 1,000 people die of it and fail to
control it. and so, the idea that we should be worrying
about the 5 billion implies very strongly that we
should be worrying about the 100,000 or the 5,000
and how we’re going to keep those from growing.”
a few experts also framed the severity of a given threat in
terms of its origin. Some noted, for example, that while

unlike other global catastrophic risks, GCbRs have thus

naturally emerging pathogens and biological accidents pose

far evaded concrete defnition, due in part to the complex

considerable threats to human health and security, many

intersections between the origin of a given biological threat;

communities do possess the health infrastructure required

its primary, secondary, and tertiary consequences; and the

to detect, contain, and counter the threat. by contrast, a

associated scales of these consequences. Some subject matter

deliberately engineered agent in the hands of a nefarious actor

experts, for example, focused exclusively on threats posed by

could be designed to elicit unfamiliar health consequences,

interactions between dangerous pathogens and their hosts.

become transmissible by novel or unforeseen routes, or

in this vein, several interviewees proposed that the 2014

afect select populations.

West africa ebola outbreak and highly pathogenic infuenza
pandemics might qualify as GCbRs, given the virulence,
pathogenicity, and lethality of these viruses, as well as the

13
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Despite some divergence among defnitions, most interviewees

in this vein, several experts adopted an ecological approach

agreed that rates of sickness and death are critical frst-order

to defning GCbRs—that is, extrapolating analyses of host-

consequences to consider when determining the appropriate

pathogen interactions to encompass their interactions with

level of risk to assign a given biological threat. However,

natural, built, and socioeconomic environments over exten-

others highlighted the importance of concurrently examining

sive time scales. one historian, for example, cited the role of

second- and third-order impacts (eg, efects on political

syphilis in contributing to native depopulation in Hawai’i,

stability, macro- and microeconomic performance, resultant

underscoring the catastrophic consequences associated with

social unrest), particularly when analyzing biological

the disease’s persistence on the island for several generations:

catastrophes unfolding over extensive temporal and
geographic scales.

“in Hawai’i, it’s fertility. it’s not the fact that syphilis
spreads and then you have a lot of ill or dying people.
it’s that there are then generations, many generations,
in which the fertility rate is really shockingly reduced,
and that this is one of the mechanisms that really leads
to catastrophic risk and catastrophic change over time.”

PART 1

Many interviewees also classifed phenomena such as famine,

additionally, several interviewees acknowledged the role

climate change, diminishing human fertility, and the loss of

that new technologies could play in detecting and countering

critical plant, animal, and microbial species as second- and

biological threats, while also pointing out that such

third-order GCbRs, in addition to the frst-order, direct threats

technologies themselves carry inherent risks. biotechnologies

to human health posed by dangerous pathogens. as such,

used to accelerate drug and vaccine development, for example,

several interviewees noted that the complex interplay among

could also be repurposed by a nefarious actor to cause

hosts, pathogens, and natural, built, and social systems

deliberate harm. Still, while GCbRs could emerge as a

underscores the need for increased interdisciplinary

consequence of increasingly complex interactions among

scholarship around GCbRs. as one expert noted:

pathogens, hosts, novel technologies, and their environments,

“there’s a scarcity of people rigorously trained to
straddle disciplines and occupy the interdisciplinary

this complexity also gives rise to the potential for increasingly
sophisticated responses to such threats.41

zone between them. . . . We’re looking at the need for

notably, human psychology plays a critical role in a potential

more interdisciplinary work and greater communication

GCbR’s efects, making such events diferent from other

capacity on the part of very trained specialists such that

global catastrophic risks. experts noted that the novelty of

they can move their knowledge to a variety of audiences

a biological threat, apparent vulnerability and severity,

in a clear and direct way.”

and reported rates of transmission ofen infuence public
perceptions of the danger. Given variations in GCbR

GCbRs are seen as more multifaceted than
other GCRs, given the inherently dynamic
nature of biological systems and the complexity
of their interaction with other systems.

familiarity, scale, and scope, the level of public anxiety could
intensify or wane over time. the early days of the HiV/aiDS
pandemic, for instance, generated considerable public fear
and institutional panic because of uncertainty over the
disease’s origin and modes of transmission, its sudden

interviewees indicated that, unlike most GCRs, GCbRs

emergence and the speed with which it spread, and a lack of

are unique in that human agency and decision making

medical countermeasures. today, however—though HiV/aiDS

over the course of an unfolding catastrophe could

is endemic worldwide, and global morbidity and mortality

modulate the proliferation and severity of the threat at

rates remain high—medical and public health advances

hand. as such, experts largely agreed that there are several

have reduced the disease to a chronic, largely manageable

points of traction that could be leveraged to mitigate the

condition (contingent on access to health care) that evokes

consequences of an emerging biological threat before it

less social reaction than when the pandemic frst emerged.

cascades into a larger-scale, global catastrophe. these
include strengthening infection control protocols, enhancing
public health and healthcare delivery capabilities, and
increasing investments in early detection systems and
medical countermeasure development.

experts also noted that threat perception ofen varies
depending on the specifc populations afected, and this could
shape the cycles of panic and neglect that ofen accompany
major biological events. the 2014 West africa ebola epidemic,
for example, raised considerable alarm in the united States,
because of the unique risks the disease posed to american
travelers and healthcare workers; by contrast, earlier ebola
outbreaks (which were relegated largely to remote parts of
uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo)
engendered considerably less global panic.
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preventing and Containing GCbRs—
Mitigation Scenarios and Considerations
informants were split in their ideas about
primary prevention of a GCbR: Did one reduce
the chances of a killer pathogen emerging, or
minimize the vulnerability of the human host?

in contrast to those who enumerated ways to avert a
dangerous pathogen from emerging, other interviewees
scrutinized the underlying factors that make humans more
susceptible to infectious diseases. Various historians
commented on the social and economic variables afecting
morbidity and mortality rates, with one summing up that
“the underlying mortality risk for individual human beings
will continue to be afected by essentially access to resources,

When discussing primary prevention, pathogen-focused

be that food, shelter, or security.” Moreover, many low-income

informants outlined distinct approaches for natural,

countries have extremely poor water and sanitation systems,

accidental, and deliberate threats (while recognizing rapid

which make them much more susceptible to various diseases

detection was relevant to all 3). prevention against naturally

and illness. Compounded with their weakened health systems,

emerging threats primarily encompassed swine and poultry

handling even the mild day-to-day health needs is challenging.

biosecurity measures (eg, infection control, enhanced

one interviewee stated:

hygiene). Many informants noted that primary prevention of
engineered pathogens—no matter whether they are released
deliberately or accidentally—is much more challenging than
naturally emerging threats because they have little precedent.

“low-income countries have 9% of the population
globally but 25% of the deaths. and it’s not because
they get hit frst; it’s just because they get hit worse.”

With the “acceleration of biotech,” it is hard to anticipate—

additionally, food insecurity and malnutrition each play a

and thus prevent—threats that are constantly changing.

signifcant role in making any given population more

one participant noted, “Synthetic biology poses a real, real

susceptible to infections and disease. political instability is

challenge for the unknown,” because early surveillance

another key factor afecting morbidity and mortality, as in the

systems may not be able to detect and prevent outbreaks of

case of the current cholera outbreak in Yemen, which some

engineered novel pathogens. one interviewee even argued

have labeled as the largest and fastest outbreak of a disease

that new threats couldn’t be prevented altogether, since there

in modern history. the political instability has led to a full-out

is absolutely “no idea where those new threats are going to

war in Yemen, blocking those organizations with, as one

come from, when it’s going to come, where it’s going to

interviewee noted, “the right moral authority and global

come, and in what form.”

standing” from intervening and providing assistance to

However, other interviewees noted various oversight and
regulatory mechanisms that could help prevent both the
accidental and deliberate release of dangerous pathogens,
including better laboratory security and “sentinel monitoring
for genetic changes within certain organisms.” additionally,
interventions that place biosafety responsibilities on those
who work directly with genetically engineered or dangerous
pathogens, including improving training and education,
“practicing prudent . . . aversion when it comes to funding
novel research,” and supporting “whistle-blowing” for poor
lab behavior could potentially prevent deliberate or accidental
disease outbreaks.

those most in need.
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When discussing what constituted adequate
GCbR preparation and response, respondents
ofen singled out MCM innovations, health
systems, and society writ large.
in contrast to prevention, informants noted that preparedness
and response would be similar, no matter the origin of the
threat, and that genuine readiness would require further
advances in technology, health systems, and society writ
large. Many informants spoke specifcally of innovations in
medical countermeasures (MCMs), including rapid platform
responses and “developing vaccines for pandemic response,”
as integral to mitigating future outbreaks with catastrophic
potential. However, one informant cautioned that investments
in technology ofen overshadow the practical considerations
of MCM dispersal, and challenges such as “being able to
vaccinate [the community] in an orderly fashion and reaching
everyone” should also be prioritized.
Strong medical and public health systems were seen as
measures that both addressed the underlying human host
vulnerabilities outlined above and improved the accuracy
and timeliness of outbreak detection and response. Most
informants highlighted “build[ing] up surveillance capacity”

corruption and did not divert resources from pressing public
health needs, and authorities who engaged and fostered
confdent publics who felt that leaders were working on
behalf of the collective’s genuine interests.
in addition, “whole society” approaches to preparedness and
response for a GCbR were judged as essential, including
continuity of operations planning for defense, food security,
banking and fnance, industry, critical infrastructure, and
other sectors. to consider GCbR only in terms of medical and
public health service readiness, warned some informants,
would leave other critical sectors vulnerable to major
disruptions. Government concerns regarding GCbRs were
seen to encompass internal security and the potential for
unrest, public confdence in government, and overall
economic stability. lastly, some informants judged a strong
capacity for humanitarian relief as a key component of
GCbR preparedness and response.

informants frequently argued that investing in
preparedness and response for more routine
biothreats would help build capacities for
confronting GCbRs.

(at both the human and animal interface) and systems that

in the eyes of many informants, the systems and workforces

allow for rapid testing in laboratories as critical to outbreak

that are currently in place to detect and respond to routine

response, but they also noted several limitations of these

outbreaks would be the same resources and infrastructure

systems that need to be addressed. one respondent lamented

needed to confront GCbRs; thus, continued capacity building

the inconsistencies of “detection mechanisms that we use in

in private, public, and nongovernment sectors for everyday

various places across the country,” which are not integrated,

threats was important. eforts to mitigate familiar disease

coordinated, or ubiquitous. other factors were also noted as

outbreaks were seen as “very relevant to outbreaks of disease

being important to preparedness and response in connection

that are catastrophic but unlikely to happen,” and “rigorous

with a potential GCbR: good infection control in healthcare

capacities and practice exercises” would help build agility for

settings, healthcare surge capacity, improved access to

emergent large-scale threats. a minority opinion did arise,

medications and vaccines, strong risk communication, astute

however, that emphasized the diference in preparing for and

clinicians who can recognize potential outbreaks, and strong

responding to a globally catastrophic biological event and

animal health systems.

that in connection with more routine biological threats. to

Some interviewees underscored that genuine readiness for a
GCbR would require changes and activities in sectors other
than health. For some informants, strong political structures
were essential to minimizing the potential for a GCbR: that is,
knowledgeable, informed political leaders who “got” the
problem, functioning bureaucracies that were not riddled with

drive home this idea, one respondent juxtaposed readiness
for a “rainy day in Florida” with that needed for a major
hurricane, adding that “routinizing” globally catastrophic
risk was a dangerous proposition politically in that the issue
would not receive the kind of planning, attention, and
resources that it deserved.
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improved governance structures were seen as
necessary to confront GCbRs.
Many informants felt that today’s institutional structures at
local, national, regional, and global levels were insufcient
to deal with disease outbreaks on a regular basis, confrming
that further work would be necessary to build structures to
deal with a GCbR, with both efectiveness and equity
principles in mind. together, informants argued for
strengthening both centralized, top down, and decentralized,
bottom up, approaches to epidemic management. one
interviewee underlined the need for a truly robust World
Health organization, envisioned as a “fully independent,
politically frewalled, and well-resourced organization that
can cry foul and compel governments to action.”

Communicating persuasively about
GCbRs—terminology, audiences,
Viewpoints
lauded for being comprehensive, the term
GCbR was also criticized for its awkwardness,
alarmist quality, and ability to splinter a
global audience.
in addition to ofering their own defnitions of GCbR,
interviewees reacted to the phrase itself, more ofen
expressing critique than endorsement, and on occasion
suggesting alternative language more likely to trigger
understanding, interest, and action. individuals who spoke
of the value of the term “global catastrophic biological risk”

other informants argued for enhancements at the national

remarked that each word conveyed a specifc and important

level, citing fndings of the World bank’s international

element of the problem: an incident global in reach,

Working Group on Financing preparedness and the national

catastrophic in impact, and biological in nature. “When

academy of Medicine’s Commission on a Global Health Risk

i heard the term,” noted one informant, “i thought, ‘ooh,

Framework for the Future. among needed changes at the

that’s nice. . . . it’s nesting a lot of diferent things into a

national level were updated regulatory regimes matched to

single category.” another interviewee said s/he could not

current and future biotechnology developments, as well as

think of a better term:

greater indigenous capacity for vaccine development and
manufacture in developing countries. a key informant
commented that during the 2009 pandemic infuenza,
the majority of vaccines were concentrated in developed
countries—“countries that weren’t the most vulnerable or

“i can’t think of any of the four words that’s redundant
or any other words that need to be added. . . . i can’t
think how one would improve upon it, because it does
express exactly what it is.”

the most afected”—and that better mechanisms for deciding

that the phrase directly engaged with the term “global

where resources are distributed during a GCbR would greatly

catastrophic risk” or GCR, a concept that has already gained

reduce the risk of spread and help with containment. one

traction in its own right, was seen as benefcial in that it

respondent commented that the pandemic infuenza plan

broadened current GCR thinking to consider the unique

managed by the WHo is a step in the right direction, but

attributes of biological risks more directly. those who agreed

“we really need to go much further to ensure some level of

that using a string of descriptors to convey complexity was a

equity in distribution of these things [vaccines and

reasonable approach nonetheless judged that it came at the

diagnostics] in a pandemic.”

cost of its not being “catchy or immediately clear”:
“ ‘Global catastrophic biological risk’ is a little bit
of a mouthful, a little bit cumbersome, and a 4-letter
acronym is always problematic as opposed to a
3-letter acronym.”
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asked to imagine a term other than GCbR that could capture
the idea of a biological incident whose devastating efects
could alter human history, people most ofen singled out
“pandemic,” but also had other suggestions: “existential
threats to or from biological entities,” “global bio-threats,”
and “high-impact bio-scenario.” Regarding an agricultural
scenario that jeopardized human well-being through extreme
food insecurity, one person noted, pandemic was still an apt
phrase as in animal or plant pandemic. “pandemic” and
“great hunger,” both of which conjure specifc and powerful
images, were 2 plainspoken phrases into which GCbR could
be boiled, asserted one informant.

Criticism of the phrase “GCbR,” however, was not limited to
its awkwardness. Several who saw the phrase as problematic
worried about its doomsday quality:
“i worry a little bit about couching things in terms
of ‘global catastrophe,’ because it may lead at least
some listeners to roll their eyes and think that we’re
in the business of the apocalypse here and we’ve heard
these sorts of dire predictions before.”
others remarked that drawing a circle around devastating but
infrequent GCbRs could inadvertently be seen as promoting
a “boutique interest of the developed world” or “the security
and safety of american people” and not protecting the
inherent “health and wellbeing” of others, because it
separated out infectious disease threats that were already
devastating much of the developing world.
Some informants questioned the wisdom of developing new,
even clumsy terminology when the word “pandemic” already
resonates with many audiences; as one individual asserted,
“Half the things that we’re always accused about in public
health is ‘speak common language.’” Some interviewees with
experience on the world health stage cautioned that GCbR
would be difcult to translate into other languages—a

to prevent GCbRs’ being dismissed as a remote
possibility, these infrequent yet consequential
scenarios should be cast as real, concrete,
and pressing.
For some informants, this tack meant being a persuasive
storyteller, using events like the Spanish Flu or black Death
to illustrate the scale and scope of devastation envisioned as
returning again, or detailing what an analogous scenario
would look like today:
“We’re talking about a complete social dislocation as
a society, which would mean that everything we depend
on . . . suddenly becomes questionable. So, what would
it be like if . . . we found supermarket shelves empty
and people unwilling to shake hands and have any
close contact in public, or [being] unable to go to work
because they’re afraid of being infected?”
For others, conveying GCbRs as a genuine concern meant
giving hard facts, like a specifc dollar fgure for a dramatically
curtailed gross domestic product: “if you stick to numbers
only, then you sound practical, you sound reasonable, you
sound calm.” one informant suggested using a fnite number
of scenarios, perhaps 3 to 4, to represent GCbRs overall.

problem especially if one was trying to advocate around an
issue of “global relevance.” one person noted that, even in
english, GCbR was “an unnecessarily long and complex term”
that “diferent people can interpret in diferent ways.”
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informants diverged, however, on whether such scenarios

Framing GCbRs in terms of their security implications

should be known histories or conjectured futures:

was also judged by many informants as motivational for

“the more you ground this in things that are plausible
and linked to things that have happened . . . the better.

top decision makers. this could involve domestic
security concerns:

So, coming up with a zombie pathogen type scenario,

“i think in Sierra leone or in liberia, where, as result

genetically modifed, kills everybody—is that possible?

of internal security measures, you actually had parts

Sure. is that really a good way for anyone to be

of the city being cordoned of and people being unable

spending their time? probably not, frankly. i mean,

to move around . . . that actually results in a situation

the reality is that we have plenty of biological threats

where you could have very serious public unrest.”

in front of us today.”
another interviewee admonished this retrospective-type
thinking:

or it might be characterized as a broader national
security concern:
“the arguments you need to make are how it could

“So, what i fnd is that a lot of the focus is on existing

destabilize borders, how it could potentially start a

threats, simply because that’s the ones we know. and

nuclear war between pakistan and india, how it

what i worry about is either the state actors determined

could lead to massive destabilization of the north

to generate real doomsday type of weapons to threaten

korea regime. . . .”

the world for blackmail, or the crossover of agents
that we just don’t know about.”

Framing a GCbR as more than a health
issue could help generate a much broader
constituency committed to mitigation.
Many informants warned that talking about the impact of and
response to GCbRs strictly in health terms was to diminish
their import as well as limit the audiences who need to engage
on the topic. large numbers of sick and dying people may
mark a GCbR’s severity for some people, but dire economic
consequences were seen as having more infuence among the
political class. one person noted that although health is an
important issue for most people, it is not a motivating driver
for policymakers. “When it comes down to it,” an informant

the touchstone issue, one informant noted, with which one
could move political leaders to recognize and to act on GCbRs
would ultimately depend on the needs and desires of the
specifc country—that is, whether national government
leaders would fnd these issues “politically palatable.”

Raising the alarm about GCbRs without ofering
solutions could cause critical audiences to
disengage from the topic.
Whatever the audience, many respondents noted,
communicating the problem as a tractable one would
prevent people from tuning out a discussion about GCbRs.
For many, this meant resisting any inclination to “hype”
or overdramatize the problem:

explained, “a treasury minister will be looking at a more

“if one is doing scenarios, then one has to be careful,

holistic, overall economic assessment . . . and say, ‘What

i think, that the scenarios appear to refect reality

drives jobs, wealth creation, and where are the big risks?’

and not appear to have a thumb on the scale that

You will not fnd health in those big risks.”

emphasizes the worst possible outcome.”
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also readily recommended was ofering a solution when
alerting someone to the risk—just enumerating risks that
have various degrees of plausibility without there being some
way to mitigate risks was seen as not being enough. even an
imperfect solution was better than none:
“one thing that’s underappreciated is the
importance of producing solutions—even bad
ones—as a way of getting the discussion going,
rather than just focusing on the problems. i think
there’s been a tendency . . . to just say, ‘oh, there’s
a problem. We’re two minutes until midnight,’ but
what’s the solution?”

to speak persuasively about GCbRs requires
knowing one’s audience—policymaker,
practitioner, public—and tailoring
messages to them.
Gaining the support of policymakers was widely viewed as
challenging but critical for gaining traction on this issue:
“the [objective] is to get this on policymakers’ radar [and
have them] give it the level of seriousness and resources
that it deserves.” informants ofered a variety of strategies
to persuade policymakers of the importance of GCbRs amid
competing political priorities. Frequently mentioned was the
need to frame the problem in macroeconomic terms (eg,

in the case of developing countries, noted some informants, it

what are the GDp and economic risks of GCbRs? How many

would be important to articulate solutions that could address

jobs could be lost in your district?) and to explain the problem

their present disease burdens as well as projected ones in the

in other tangible ways, such as conveying stories of specifc

context of a global catastrophe. outlining the co-benefts of

catastrophic scenarios.

GCbR investments, in fact, was the most frequently advised
way to capture people’s interest in uncommon yet devastating
bio-scenarios:
“it’s the infrastructure that’s needed to help people
deal with the threats they have every single day of
their lives. that, to me, is an easier sell for donors, for
governments and so forth, to understand [that] this is
a worthwhile investment that is also helping you deal

Many informants noted the importance of continually
educating and informing policymakers. as one summarized:
“our elected ofcials . . . don’t really talk about these
issues with any degree of urgency because they don’t
understand them, or they fear them. improving or
increasing the knowledge of key leaders and decision
makers will help.”

with that one-in-a-million chance that some giant

a handful of interviewees felt strongly that it was important

catastrophic risk is going to happen.”

to provide policymakers with concrete options and solutions

one informant, however, spoke adamantly against framing

for dealing with GCbRs to avoid feelings of hopelessness:

GCbRs as solvable as familiar bio-threats: “the big downside

“For [low probability, high risk] scenarios, any

to routinizing catastrophic risk is they won’t get funded, and

policymaker is going to throw up their hands . . .

people won’t take them seriously.”

and work on something else . . . because it’s in the
way-too-hard category.”
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in contrast, the national security community was viewed by
several informants as a natural ally in the fght against GCbRs
because of their “tolerance for thinking about worst-case
catastrophes.” it was felt that national security experts would

the Global north and South have divergent
perspectives on GCbRs, to which a
communication strategy needs to be sensitive.

be more receptive to arguments about the disruptive qualities

a majority of informants who addressed this topic felt the

of GCbRs (ie, how they might destabilize national borders)

term GCbR—and global health security in general—does not

instead of morbidity and mortality.

resonate with much of the world; it is a “very westernized”

the need to raise awareness among the public was also widely
referenced. Call on the public as “citizens of the world” was
the suggestion of one informant who felt that everybody has
a role to play, whether in speaking to elected ofcials or
mobilizing their communities. the role of social media (eg,

term that has a “certain frst-world problem quality to it.”
Some informants felt it could be perceived as “dismissive” of
the everyday health issues facing the populations in the Global
South, such as neglected tropical diseases. one interviewee
summarized the attitude from developing countries:

twitter, Facebook) and popular culture (eg, tV, movies) were

“look, we don’t care that your organization is focused

both raised as potential tools with which to engage this

on pandemics or epidemic[s], we care that our kids

audience. However, multiple informants acknowledged the

are dying from infectious diseases [malaria, tb].”

risks inherent in communicating to the public, such as
inciting unnecessary panic, especially in a climate of “fake
news.” according to several informants, the trick is “issuing

another informant concluded, “it’s only the wealthy nations
that have the luxury of thinking about these things.”

messages in a way that is informative, but at the same time

However, among those informants who recognized the

takes a great deal of care not to incite fear to the level of chaos

challenges of persuading a Global South audience, the

among our public.” Failure to strike this balance could result

majority nevertheless felt that serious eforts should be

in either GCbR groups being “pigeonholed as doom-and-

made to convince this region to address the issue. at least 2

gloom” organizations or, alternatively, “crying wolf.”

informants felt that dealing with GCbRs should be framed

as for the public health community, a handful of informants

as a global endeavor. to quote one informant:

felt the global burden of infectious diseases would be much

“[We need] to persuade all countries that it is in their

more salient to public health practitioners than existential

interest to invest as much as they can aford in what is

scenarios; however, others felt they would be easy to persuade.

a global project.”

one uS practitioner argued that she had been able to mobilize
local medical and public health colleagues to work on health
disasters by stressing how their everyday assets would have
value in extreme situations. in addition, one informant
mentioned the role of nongovernmental organizations
(nGos), which could be related to by tying GCbRs to their
specifc missions. at least 2 informants mentioned the
scientifc community or science bloggers, whom they felt
would respond well to evidence and scientifc arguments.

Several informants felt that successfully engaging the
Global South necessitated a discussion of the co-benefts of
investments in public health services delivery and surveillance
to ofset existential risks. one informant noted that “if you’re
better able to deal with cholera or malaria through health
system strengthening, you will be better able to deal with new
and potentially pandemic diseases that come up.” another
explained that we should be solving the everyday epidemics
facing the Global South because the same systems will be
what is needed “when the big one comes.” a handful of
informants noted that the Global north also needs to see
the importance of building up capacity in the Global South:
“the rich world [needs] to invest appropriately, and we can’t
let the poorest tackle this problem on their own.”
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includes microbiology, epidemiology, economics, ecology,

GCbR Communication Dilemmas and
How to Manage them

sciences. interdisciplinary cooperation has been instrumental

pin n in G D o W n a M oVi n G ta RGet

are necessary to produce the knowledge base around which to

as it currently stands, there is no readily shared defnition

interdisciplinary working groups can help overcome any

of what constitutes a GCbR among infuential professionals

tendency to represent GCbRs in strictly health terms (ie,

knowledgeable about the origins and impacts of extreme

morbidity and mortality levels) as well as open up mitigation

biological risks. an amorphous category, GCbR means

opportunities outside of narrow medical and public health

diferent things to diferent people. it will be difcult to

ones, including those that address conditions making certain

mobilize policymakers, practitioners, and the general public

populations more vulnerable to impacts.

public health, medicine, history, and social and behavioral
for characterizing other extreme threats and potential
mitigation options.42-44 Similar community-building activities
mobilize an appropriate societal response to GCbRs.

without greater scientifc consensus and a clearer object of
concern. For most subject matter experts who are thinking
about GCbRs, that which comes readily to mind are wellknown naturally occurring pandemics, such as the Spanish

illustrate GCbRs through a discrete set of
scenarios.

Flu and the black Death, and the certain prospect of another

a frst endeavor for an interdisciplinary working group

infuenza pandemic.

would be to generate a fnite set of GCbR scenarios to make

Yet, individuals who are familiar with advances in bioscience
and biotechnology warn that engineered pathogens have an
even greater potential to threaten the human species. a bias
toward thinking about GCbRs solely in terms of naturally
occurring threats could leave society fatfooted in its ability
to mitigate future biothreats consciously designed to cause
extreme human health or other efects. at the same time,
diverse experts hold a common conviction that biological
threats are forever evolving because of the dynamic and
intertwined domains of microbiology, ecology, society,
and technology.

build up the interdisciplinary science behind
GCbRs.
individuals with specialized knowledge about catastrophic,
potentially existential biorisks—for example, how they emerge
and spread, what consequences they have and for whom, and

impacts concrete and immediately salient, diminishing the
perception that a species-level threat to humanity is a remote
possibility. allowing for several scenarios could also capture a
range of situations that subject matter experts envision as
constituting a GCbR. Candidates, for instance, include an
acute onset natural pandemic among humans (eg, infuenza
pandemic); a slow onset natural pandemic among humans
(eg, HiV/aiDS); a plant or animal pathogen that, coupled with
socioeconomic and politically based vulnerability, leads to
widespread famine; and an acute onset human pandemic
involving a bioengineered pathogen for which no medical
countermeasure exists. Whatever the initial set of illustrative
scenarios, it will be important to represent GCbRs as both
certain and familiar (like an infuenza pandemic) and
uncertain and novel (as in an emergent disease in connection
with climate change or the malicious application of
bioscientifc advances). as one interviewee remarked, “We
don’t know what the problem will look like in year 2100.”

which policies and practices may attenuate their impacts—
are housed in diferent disciplines, with rare opportunities to
interact and develop a comprehensive picture of GCbRs. Many
interviewees argued that getting the science “right” is a
fundamental step toward credibly portraying GCbRs as a
problem worth solving. the relevant science behind GCbRs
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in V e St in G a F R aC t u R e D Wo R l D in
a Glo ba l pRob l e M

engage individual countries on the issue of
pandemics on their own terms.

GCbRs are a problem at various scales—local, national,

While GCbRs are a problem for the human species as a

regional, global. a GCbR can start anywhere and potentially

whole, national self-interests will necessarily drive mitigation

afect everywhere. the human population as a whole may

activities. issue advocates should be prepared to engage

be at risk, but there is no one organization charged with

international partners on the problem on their own terms,

protecting the well-being of the entire species. Various nations

while still emphasizing the global perspective.

come to the problem of GCbRs with their existing health
burdens, uneven outbreak management capacities, and larger
economic and political challenges. the term GCbR, as a
number of key informants noted, has diferent salience for the
Global north and Global South, and it is potentially polarizing
because the Global South’s endemic infectious disease
problems are not typically included in the core idea. GCbR,
in the minds of some interviewees, is also an awkward term
whose meaning is not readily translated—a poor rallying cry
when a global response is necessary.

Single out a pandemic as the specifc problem
that all nations share.
in the interest of making mitigation both a concrete and
proximate objective for diverse nations, it would be useful to
rely on “pandemic” as the metaphor for the larger problem
of GCbRs. While GCbR may be comprehensive and fexible as
an umbrella category, as key informants noted, the term is
vague, nonspecifc, and subject to interpretation. in contrast,
the concept of a pandemic has increasing salience for the
international community, and it provides an explicit target
around which to assign discrete prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery activities. the problem of a pandemic
captures both the certain prospect of a worldwide infuenza
epidemic and the growing possibility of an accidentally or
deliberately released bioengineered pathogen that has
signifcant consequences.

oFFeRinG Hope WHen tHe
Situation iS b l eak
as a societal priority competing for scarce resources, GCbRs
are easy to dismiss on 2 counts. even if catastrophic, GCbRs
are nonetheless an infrequent occurrence, and more
immediately pressing problems can crowd them out on the
public agenda. at the same time, both policymakers and the
public may perceive GCbRs as insurmountable, given the
scale and scope of possible impacts. to keep individuals
from writing of GCbRs as a problem not worth addressing,
advocates should frame the issue as urgent and solvable. best
practices in communicating readiness for low-probability,
high-consequence events underscore the importance of
presenting people with specifc actions that they can
undertake to protect themselves.45 alarming statistics and
gruesome images do not motivate people to prepare for
disasters; what does is an explicit plan of action along with
an explanation as to why it helps.

Characterize a biological GCR as a tractable
problem.
GCR is a category gaining more traction in some quarters.
Frequently used to illustrate the GCR category, pandemics
beneft from this association in that more people are
becoming aware of their signifcance. nonetheless, when
juxtaposed against asteroid impact, super volcanos, and other
GCR scenarios in which successful human intervention is
unlikely, pandemics inadvertently gain a reputation as
inherently ungovernable. issue advocates should cast GCbRs
as exceptional in their plasticity: pandemics exist at the
interface of pathogen, society, technology, and ecology, and
as a result are more tractable than other GCRs.
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outline the routine co-benefts of investing in
pandemic preparedness.

emphasize nonhealth leverage points for
mitigating pandemics.

explaining how investments for uncommon events such as

Health system readiness and response is essential to

an infuenza pandemic also generate short-term gains would

mitigating potential impacts, but a pandemic can have

be an essential communication strategy for mobilizing allies

dramatic and cascading efects for political, economic, and

to work on GCbRs, according to many informants. this is

social systems. Framing a pandemic as more than a human

especially true in the case of developing nations for which

health threat can broaden the set of interested stakeholders—

current disease burdens already drastically curtail the human

for example, in the case of industry, how to attenuate work-

potential of their populations. Steps to mitigate more familiar

force depletion and disrupted supply chains; in the case of

disease outbreaks and newly emergent infectious diseases—

agriculture, how to tend animal herds, sow and reap crops,

enhancing surveillance systems, swifly developing efective

and maintain equipment, despite limited numbers of

medical countermeasures, improving access to medications

farmhands; in the case of fnance, how to sustain cash

and vaccines, strengthening animal health systems,

distribution systems, electronic check payment systems, and

communicating risk efectively, engaging civil society in

retail banking services; in the case of law enforcement, courts,

disease control campaigns, and more—help build the capacity

and corrections, how to respond to emergency calls, which are

needed to confront a nascent pandemic.

likely to increase during the crisis period, process arrestees,
and try cases when critical personnel are scarce; in the case of
national defense, how to sustain combat readiness and to
balance military missions with humanitarian relief endeavors
during an extended period of curtailed manpower.
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PART 2

Communicating
about a Catastrophic
or existential Risk
efectively:
insights from the Cases of
nuclear Winter, bioterrorism,
and Climate Change

P

art 1 of this study entailed asking relevant experts to defne and delimit the problem of

global catastrophic biological risks and to identify potential challenges in portraying that

problem to others. building on that base, part 2 explores other times in history when it became
essential to alert policymakers, practitioners, and the public to the possibility of a catastrophic
or existential threat. the goal was to discern potential strategic communication lessons
applicable to the GCbR case.
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a “best practices” communication literature now exists on

usually lasting an hour, key informant interviews were

how to motivate people to prepare in advance for a low-

conducted by telephone in april and May 2018: nuclear winter

probability, high-consequence event like a hurricane or

(n = 7), bioterrorism (n = 7), and climate change (n = 6).

earthquake and on how to issue warnings during an unfolding

interviewees typically were esteemed individuals who had

disaster in ways that prompt people to take a recommended

developed and/or conveyed the original scientifc analyses

protective action.

45-52

GCbRs, however, potentially pose a

attesting to the risk and who exerted further infuence in

diferent kind of risk communication problem due to scale—

mobilizing fellow technical experts, political activists, and

that is, they can afect the human species as a whole or

political authorities around the issue. interviewees were

radically change the course of human civilization.

identifed during the literature review period and

to explore whether there are communication principles that

supplemented through snowball sampling.

pertain specifcally to a catastrophic or existential risk, the

each interviewee answered questions regarding: motivations

study examined 3 global scale threats from the perspective of

on taking a public stand; sources of infuence when

experts who played a key role in frst characterizing the risk

conducting outreach; communication strategies, challenges,

and then moving it into the public domain: nuclear winter,

and successes; and refections on unique aspects of existential

bioterrorism, and climate change. the study adopted the

risk communication. a summary report was prepared for each

notion of epistemic community in bounding the 3 cases for

interview, which was also audiotaped and transcribed. each

examination: a thought community or network of experts,

research team reviewed the interview data for prevalent

ofen with a shared worldview, who apply their knowledge

themes bearing on challenges in communicating about

to uncover a problem and use their authoritative standing

globally catastrophic, potentially existential risk.

to trigger social awareness and action.32-35 through their
technical astuteness and social infuence, an epistemic
community facilitates the public recognition of a threat
to the common good.

MetHoDS
the project team conducted case study analyses of select
historic moments in which an epistemic community frst
coalesced to defne and delimit a catastrophic or existential
risk that they wanted on the public agenda. the team chose
contemporary cases in which infuential members of the
epistemic community were still living and available for
interviews: nuclear winter, bioterrorism, and climate change.
teams of 2 researchers were established for each case study.
each team used secondary sources identifed through an array
of search engines to gain greater familiarity with the larger
historic context and to identify potential key informants.

For each case study, the team prepared a brief background
section followed by observations about global risk
communication challenges, based on interviewee refections.
the background materials provide some context for the
reader, in support of the project’s analysis; they are not
intended to be comprehensive accounts of all players and
circumstances during that moment in history and science.
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“For many simulated exchanges of several thousand

background

light levels can be reduced to a few percent of ambient

before it became a household term, the concept of nuclear

When combined with the prompt destruction from

winter was born in the minds of an interdisciplinary team

nuclear blast, fres, and fallout and the later

of climate scientists. in 1982, Richard turco, brian toon,

enhancement of solar ultraviolet radiation due to

thomas ackerman, james pollack, and Carl Sagan (known

ozone depletion, long-term exposure to cold, dark,

colloquially as the “ttapS” group) used computer models and

and radioactivity could pose a serious threat to

atmospheric data to conclude that an exchange of nuclear

human survivors and to other species.”56

megatons, in which dust and smoke are generated
and encircle the earth within 1 to 2 weeks, average
and land temperatures can reach –15° to –25°C. . . .

weapons between the united States and the Soviet union
would have dramatic efects on the earth’s climate.

While some scientists at the conference took issue with
certain assumptions used in the models and felt that the

atmospheric scientists by training—except for Sagan, an

efects on the earth’s climate were exaggerated, most

astrophysicist—members of ttapS previously studied the

participants agreed that a nuclear exchange would bring

atmosphere of the earth, Mars, Venus, and other planets,

about not a global warming, but a global cooling.55 even a

including the impact of dust storms and clouds on the

modest exchange of nuclear weapons, rather than a full-scale

climate.53 in 1980, scientifc evidence by luis alvarez et al

nuclear war, could potentially have catastrophic efects on

concluded that an asteroid impact caused the mass extinction

the earth’s climate.

of the dinosaurs by throwing up enough dust into the earth’s
atmosphere to block sunlight.54 in 1982-83, chemists paul
Crutzen and john birks theorized the potential impacts on the
earth’s climate of soot and smoke due to massive forest and
industrial fres resulting from a nuclear war.55

While the scientifc community debated the technical aspects
of the research, it was not until october 1983 that the public
was introduced to the nuclear winter hypothesis in a special
report by Carl Sagan in Parade magazine.57 an efective science
communicator and an accomplished scientist in his own

intrigued by both Crutzen’s and alvarez’s pioneering work

right, with a dedicated following from his television show

in this area, the ttapS group explored the hypothetical

Cosmos, Sagan believed nuclear weapons represented a grave

impact on earth’s climate from nuclear war. in october 1983,

threat to humanity. even though some scientists quietly

they shared their fndings with the scientifc community in

expressed concern over Sagan’s outspoken nature, antinuclear

an unpublished manuscript at a 2-day conference in

advocacy, and “cherry picking” of the most extreme nuclear

Washington, DC: the Conference on the long-term Worldwide

winter models,58 his scientifc authority and public persona

biological Consequences of nuclear War. the ttapS papers

helped to make the ttapS fndings a topic of national

showed that dust, smoke, and soot launched into the air from

conversation. by the time the ttapS paper was ofcially

fres following repeat missile strikes on major cities would

published in Science 2 months later, in December 1983, the

cause a reduction in global temperatures of 15 degrees Celsius

american public was already familiar with nuclear winter and

or more. this result would be what they termed “nuclear

associated it with Sagan’s brand of political activism.57

44

winter,” a period characterized by freezing temperatures,
darkness, famine, and mass extinction. their fndings were
summarized in a December 1983 issue of Science magazine:
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Meanwhile, scientists continued to study the climactic and

which was published in 1984. it elaborated on earlier

biological efects of nuclear winter. biologists paul ehrlich,

contributions made by ttapS, but questions lingered over

Mark Harwell, and others theorized that a nuclear winter

the confdence of the predictions. the other major project

would put the entire planet at risk from destruction of

was conducted under the auspices of the SCope (Scientifc

environmental, biological, and agricultural ecosystems.59

Committee on problems of the environment), a major

in addition to devastating the nuclear weapons states directly

interdisciplinary and international endeavor that involved a

via blast damage, fre, and radiation, a nuclear war would

series of scientifc workshops over several years. the frst

potentially have noncombatant states facing even greater

SCope report was published in 1985 on the atmospheric

losses from famine and other biosphere disruptions. “if, as

efects of nuclear winter, followed by a report on the biological

now seems possible, the Southern Hemisphere were afected

and ecological consequences and other topics. the SCope

also, global disruption of the biosphere could ensue. . . . the

series generated growing scientifc consensus on the validity

extinction of a large fraction of the earth’s animals, plants,

of nuclear winter theory. in addition to the research carried

and microorganisms seems possible,” ehrlich et al wrote in

out by physical and biological scientists, medical and public

the December 1983 issue of Science.

health researchers began to consider the humanitarian

59

it was not long before backlash came from policymakers in

consequences of nuclear winter.

Washington. toon, ackerman, and pollack all worked for

the nuclear winter debate ultimately made its way into the

naSa, which threatened to pull their research funding to avoid

hands of world leaders. in a 1988 meeting with Ronald

antagonizing the Reagan administration. the pentagon under

Reagan, Soviet premier Mikhail Gorbachev cited nuclear

Reagan was escalating the nuclear arms race and supported

winter as infuential in his decision to end nuclear

development of the Strategic Defense initiative (SDi), led by

proliferation.57 a year before, the uS and the uSSR had

physicist edward teller, who strongly disagreed with the

ratifed the inF treaty, which would eliminate all short- and

nuclear winter hypothesis. Concurrently, other scientists,

medium-range nuclear missiles.

including Starley thompson and Stephen Schneider, argued
that the efects of nuclear winter were vastly overstated.60
there was simply not enough precision in the models to instill
a high degree of confdence in the predictions. instead of a
nuclear winter, a “nuclear autumn” would ensue, whose
efects, though serious, were less catastrophic than those
envisioned by the ttapS models. Yet, Sagan maneuvered
to keep the debate in the national spotlight, making tV
appearances on abC61 and testifying before Congress in
1984 against edward teller.57

Despite the end of the Cold War and the dismantling of tens
of thousands of nuclear weapons, nuclear stockpiles of today
remain sufciently high to bring about a nuclear winter
scenario. updated models by brian toon and meteorologist
alan Robock show that even a small nuclear war between
india and pakistan, or the united States and north korea,
could block out the sun, reduce crop yields, and lead to global
starvation.62 these scientists and others have continued to
raise public awareness (eg, at teD talks) and communicate
the risks to a targeted audience, including Congress. From its

over the next decade, several large studies were carried out

origins in a small community of climate scientists, nuclear

to validate the earlier fndings pertaining to the physical,

winter erupted onto the global political arena to forever alter

biological, and humanitarian consequences of nuclear

the debate over nuclear weapons science and policy.

winter.44 these projects brought together impressive
interdisciplinary teams of scientists, including physicists,
astronomers, geologists, meteorologists, chemists, and
experts from other disciplines. the frst of these was the
national academy of Sciences account of nuclear winter,
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audience receptivity to nuclear winter risk
messaging was heavily dependent on the
overarching political climate.
the ability to communicate about existential risks is
strongly infuenced by political context and prevailing
societal attitudes. one informant observed that the public
was “primed” to think about the large-scale environmental
impacts of nuclear winter because of the global environmental
movement, which occurred throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and
1980s. nuclear winter advocacy benefted from a wave of
environmental activists, such as Rachel Carson and her 1962
book Silent Spring, which raised awareness of man-made

environmental conservation dovetailed with another
movement sweeping the nation in the 1980s: nuclear
disarmament. For example, the nuclear Weapons Freeze
Campaign encouraged the united States and the Soviet
union to stop nuclear weapons testing and production, and
it led to marches and demonstrations throughout the country.
these developments generated a conducive political climate
in which communication about the risks of nuclear winter
could be favorably received and adapted by the public as part
of a wider campaign against nuclear proliferation. “it was in
the air,” summarized one informant, referring to the general
atmosphere of anti–nuclear weapons activism of the 1980s.
More recently, the prospect of nuclear war between the
united States and north korea under a trump presidency
may serve to temporarily put the threat of nuclear winter
into the spotlight.

environmental risks.
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However, political currents also presented an obstacle to

one informant recalled a 1989 presentation at the united

nuclear winter research activities and communication.

nations General assembly in new York on the threat of

Specifcally, nuclear winter theory was anathema to the

nuclear winter. “there was an absolutely chill efect” among

Reagan White House and its hawkish stance toward nuclear

the delegates on learning that a nuclear war between the

weapons, which included development of the Strategic

uS and the uSSR might have a profound impact on their

Defense initiative, or Star Wars. Federal agencies under

national interests. this efect was particularly noted among

Reagan, including naSa, noaa, and nSF, were all less likely to

noncombatant countries and nations in the Southern

fund research on nuclear winter in the 1980s. one informant

Hemisphere. another informant observed that, framed in this

expressed his frustration when a research grant from the

way, “[nuclear weapons use] becomes a global problem” that

Defense nuclear agency to study the efects of smoke on

threatened not only those living in cities in the uS, europe,

surface temperatures was withdrawn because it “supported

and asia directly via explosion, but indeed the entire planet.

nuclear winter theory.” another informant, then a contractor
for naSa, recalled the night before a 1982 scientifc
conference when he received a call from a naSa administrator
telling him not to present his unpublished nuclear winter
fndings because of potential backlash from senior Reagan
administration ofcials. a third informant, in referencing this
incident, cited “a constant fear of working on [nuclear winter]
by most people because they’re afraid their budgets will be cut
or their middle managers will not want them to work on it.”
When Reagan-era funding for nuclear winter research dried
up, some researchers were able to secure new sources of
grant funding from philanthropic organizations and other
independent entities.

Framing nuclear winter in terms of cascading
planetary efects, rather than concrete impacts
on human lives, led to an altered threat
perception that motivated some to act while
demotivating others.
Since their invention and use in the 1940s, atomic weapons
have been feared for their destructive potential and ability to
cause dramatic morbidity and mortality. However, nuclear
winter theory changed the public perception surrounding the
threat of nuclear weapons by highlighting their ability to harm
the planet, including the possible extinction of the human
species. the knowledge that a nuclear exchange between the
Cold War powers could lead to damage on a planetary scale
generated a newfound urgency in some circles to dismantle
nuclear weapons stockpiles.

For other audiences, however, framing nuclear winter in
planetary terms served as an obstacle to meaningful action by
making the problem appear too abstract and unsolvable. one
informant from the medical and humanitarian community
felt that the public reacted more viscerally to fears of instant
death and destruction from nuclear frestorms than long-term
sufering resulting from famine or other efects of nuclear
winter. For audiences already saturated with messages about
the dangers of nuclear warfare, the nuclear winter scenario
may have been too much to process: “gilding the lily.” by
contrast, keeping the focus on the humanitarian consequences
following the bombing of major cities like boston, new York,
Washington, and other centers of power served to heighten
the immediacy of nuclear war, thereby more efectively
mobilizing public outcry. Similarly, public reaction to the
threat of nuclear winter was reportedly heightened by research
exploring how a small-scale nuclear strike in one part of the
world might lead to rising food prices in another part of the
world, adding greater immediacy to the threat.
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individuals faced a professional tension
between their perceived role as scientists and
their perceived role as advocates for a public
policy issue.
there is a balance between maintaining one’s credibility as a

Scientists faced a tension over when to
communicate new fndings to a mass audience.
a stance of “getting the science right” could
enhance credibility but potentially delay timely
policy action.

scientist while also speaking truth in the public arena. this

Science is an ongoing process of inquiry marked by continual

dilemma surfaced when early nuclear winter scientists began

peer review. there is rarely 100% certainty or full scientifc

to advocate in public for nuclear disarmament as a logical

consensus, especially with regard to predictive models like

policy implication of their research. one informant explained

those used to forecast nuclear winter. the tendency for

his reluctance to adopt an advocacy role out of fear that doing

scientists to seek a very high confdence level may have

so would be detrimental to his professional career and future

delayed timely policy action in this area. a frequently cited

research and funding opportunities: “if you do cross that line,

example is a 1986 article in Foreign Afairs by Starley

you’re going to be ridiculed, [and] your professional standing

thompson and Stephen Schneider, who coined the term

will go down in general.” it was seen as “suicidal” to one’s

“nuclear autumn” to describe their belief that the ttapS

career for a junior scientist to speak out on nuclear policy,

nuclear winter models were exaggerated (even though they

which is better lef to journalists, politicians, and other

agreed the climactic consequences of nuclear war would still

professionals. a tenured faculty member may be less likely

be signifcant).60 the debate they sparked likely undermined

to receive condemnation from his or her peers.

the public perception of nuclear winter as robust science. the

this tension was perhaps best encapsulated by the outsized
eforts of Carl Sagan to communicate about the threat of
nuclear winter. a skilled science communicator with an
impressive technical background and far-reaching connections

tendency of scientists to argue over the unknown facts of the
case rather than the known facts led to the perception that
researchers were less confdent in the science behind nuclear
winter than they really were.

in government and academia, Sagan is widely credited with

on the other hand, some felt the early nuclear winter

raising public awareness of the dangers of nuclear winter,

scientists were too quick to bring the nuclear winter

along with fellow luminary paul ehrlich. at the same time,

predictions to the public before the theory was rigorously

nuclear winter arguably became associated with Sagan’s brand

peer tested. Specifcally, Carl Sagan unveiled the nuclear

of political advocacy. one informant observed that Sagan as

winter concept in the popular magazine Parade in october

the face of nuclear winter “automatically made people suspect

1983, 3 months before the ttapS group ofcially published

it” as an ideologically driven project. as a result, Sagan’s

their fndings in the peer-reviewed magazine Science.

myriad public appearances may have “undermined the

Combined with Sagan’s well-known political tendencies,

message unnecessarily.” His outspoken stance against nuclear

publicizing nuclear winter before the completion of the

weapons was reportedly frowned on by fellow scientists.

peer-review process opened the door to accusations that the

this perception of bias was not helped when both Sagan’s and
ehrlich’s team studies used extreme reference scenarios in the
December 1983 issue of Science magazine. For example, ttapS
assumed a 5,000-megaton nuclear weapon exchange, while
ehrlich et al used a 10,000-megaton base fgure, because they
“wished to impress decision-makers with the seriousness of
long-term efects.”59 However, focusing on the worst-case
scenario was criticized by fellow scientists as manipulative
and damaging to these studies’ credibility.

research was not as robust as it should have been.57,58
Despite an impressive interdisciplinary process led by Sagan
and ehrlich at the october 1983 Conference in Washington,
DC, there were nagging complaints that the physical and
biological scientists rushed to produce their fndings at the
expense of social scientists and others who did not have
adequate time to review the research and “had to play
catch-up” in the coming years via their participation in the
SCope project and other workshops.
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C a S e St uDY:
bi o t e RRoR iSM

D. a. Henderson was an early and vocal advocate for attending

background

health communities remained largely absent from discussions

in 1972, 140 countries signed the biological Weapons and

purview of security, intelligence, and law enforcement at the

toxin Convention (bWC), agreeing to abandon state

time.67 Henderson, who ran the World Health organization’s

development, production, and possession of biological

global Smallpox eradication Campaign from 1966 to 1977, was

weapons for hostile or ofensive purposes. the Soviet union

familiar with the efects of infectious agents like smallpox and

and its Cold War rival, the united States, both ratifed the

the medical countermeasures required to respond to such

bWC. However, with no verifcation measures in place, the

biological threats. aside from this scientifc and public health

Soviets continued to build up their biological weapons into an

expertise, Henderson held leadership positions in federal

extensive program. in the early 1990s, at the end of the Cold

health and science agencies in the frst half of the 1990s,

War, uS intelligence ofcials learned about the Soviets’

including the ofce of Science and technology policy and the

bioweapons program. additionally, in carrying out disarma-

Department of Health and Human Services.

ment activities in iraq at the end of the Gulf War, the united
nations Special Commission also uncovered that country’s
massive bioweapons program (again, despite iraq’s having
ratifed the bWC).

to bioterrorism as a public health and civilian medical
concern. in the early and mid-1990s, medical and public
of bioterrorism, which was considered much more the

Drawing on these experiences and networks, Henderson
founded the johns Hopkins Center for Civilian biodefense
Strategies in 1998 as a think tank and platform for raising
awareness about bioterrorism and related biological threats.

as investigations continued into the mid-1990s, an even

Members of the center engaged in various educational and

greater and more advanced iraqi bioweapons program came

awareness-raising activities, including convening a

to light. With these revelations, security and intelligence

Working Group on Civilian biodefense that developed

communities in the united States increasingly focused their

recommendations for medical and public health

attention on the threats posed by weapons of mass

countermeasures against candidate agents for a possible

destruction—including nuclear, chemical, and, to a lesser

biological attack. they also organized tabletop scenarios

extent, biological weapons—and the possible use of such

such as Dark Winter—a simulated smallpox attack on the

weapons by rogue states or global terrorist organizations.63,64

united States—for national security experts and government

terrorist attacks carried out by non-state actors within the
united States and abroad further heightened anxieties around

ofcials to reveal the potential efects of and the country’s
vulnerabilities to a hypothetical biological attack.

bioterrorism. in September 1984, members of a cult known as

a few short years afer Henderson initiated these foundational

the Rajneesh movement carried out a biological attack in the

eforts to bolster the united States’ biosecurity capacities,

Dalles, oregon, by deliberately contaminating restaurant food

what previously seemed like an implausible possibility soon

with Salmonella typhimurium. this act led to 751 cases of

manifested as an indisputable national security threat.

non-fatal food poisoning.65 this was one of the frst and

beginning in mid-September 2001, letters containing anthrax

largest biological attacks to take place in the united States. on

spores were mailed to the Washington, DC, ofces of 2 uS

March 20, 1995, aum Shinrikyō, a cult group in japan,

senators, tom Daschle and patrick leahy, as well as to several

released sarin gas on 3 lines of the tokyo subway, killing 12

news media ofces in West palm beach, Florida, and new York

and severely injuring 50. this came afer previous attempts by

City, resulting in 5 deaths and 17 nonfatal infections.

the group to release aerosols of botulinum toxin in downtown
tokyo and at uS military installations, which began in 1990.66
these incidents demonstrated the ease with which non-state
groups could obtain lethal biological and chemical agents and
carry out an attack aficting hundreds of people.
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Following the attacks, Dr. anthony S. Fauci, director of the

such as taking steps to minimize the health consequences of a

national institute of allergy and infectious Diseases,

deliberate attack—could potentially spark enemy suspicions

identifed stark defciencies in the united States’ ability to

of ofensive capabilities or provoke adversaries into developing

detect emergent biological threats and decontaminate

new weapons.73 other public health experts, however—notably,

afected facilities, as well as failures to coordinate

D. a. Henderson—eschewed the notion that preparing for

investigative eforts among law enforcement, intelligence,

attacks involving biological weapons implicitly condones their

and public health agencies.68 the attacks also underscored

use and worked to dismantle the moral taboos around the

the challenges posed by the bioterrorist threat to frontline

public health and medical communities’ involvement in

clinicians, highlighting the need for efective surveillance

biosecurity and biodefense eforts.

and diagnostic tools, systems supporting mass medical care,
and resources to rapidly distribute and administer medical
countermeasures.69,70 Seeking to close these gaps in the years
following the anthrax attacks, the uS government enacted
the project bioshield act (2004) and the pandemic and
all-Hazards preparedness act (2006) to accelerate medical
countermeasure development and provide programmatic
support for national biodefense eforts.
though the bush and obama administrations largely
embraced and supported these investments in national
biodefense, the adoption of health as a national security
priority has sparked considerable debate among public health
practitioners about the so-called “securitization” of health and
whether such an approach might, in fact, jeopardize public
well-being.71 Critics of health security posit, for example, that
research and development eforts around anthrax, smallpox,
and other pathogens with the potential for weaponization
divert resources from eforts to combat higher-probability
health threats that already kill in large numbers, such as HiV/
aiDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and noncommunicable diseases.

in addition to the anthrax attacks—which were a watershed
moment in raising the profle of deliberate biological threats
to public health and national security—numerous naturally
occurring infectious disease crises in the years following the
attacks have further illustrated the consequences associated
with catastrophic biological threats, while simultaneously
underscoring defciencies in the united States’ national
biosecurity capacities.
the 2002-04 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SaRS), for example, highlighted the economic impacts of a
novel, emerging zoonosis with no known countermeasure,
whose transmission could be catalyzed by travel and
commercial activity and which generated considerable public
anxiety. these challenges subsequently reemerged during the
2009 H1n1 infuenza pandemic; in 2012, during the Middle
east respiratory syndrome (MeRS) outbreak; and again, in
2013, with the emergence and spread of the Zika virus.
Finally, the 2014 West africa ebola epidemic illustrated the
potential for even a known—albeit neglected—infectious
disease to cause unforeseen levels of morbidity and mortality,

Some life scientists have also decried federal biodefense

destabilize economies, jeopardize trust in public institutions,

spending, contending that investments in biodefense

and incite global panic.

have resulted in cuts to funding for critical basic research
activities.72 two prominent public health scholars, barry levy
and Victor Sidel, argued that war in iraq and afghanistan has
diverted resources and funds from eforts to mitigate
domestic public health problems (eg, tobacco use, medical
care for veterans), lend support for global health initiatives
(eg, ensuring access to clean water, childhood immunization),
and execute efective responses to domestic public health
emergencies such as Hurricane katrina. Sidel further
expressed concern that certain biodefense measures—
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though naturally emerging outbreaks have dominated the
focus of eforts to strengthen biosecurity in recent years,
emerging and evolving technologies could soon catalyze
renewed eforts to mitigate and counter the threat of
deliberate misuse. as applications of biotechnology become
increasingly ubiquitous and democratized—and barriers to
accessing biological materials, expertise, and scientifc
equipment are further dismantled—opportunities for
deliberate and accidental misuse of biotechnology will likely
continue to emerge. Several recent developments illustrate the
threats associated with advances in the life sciences. these
include but are not limited to: so-called gain-of-function
experiments, such as those performed on the H5n1 infuenza
virus to identify mutations enabling airborne transmission
between ferrets; synthesis of potentially dangerous pathogens,
such as a recent efort involving de novo reconstruction of
horsepox virus; and the creation of entirely new organisms, as
illustrated by the j. Craig Venter institute’s eforts to build a
novel bacterial cell with a synthetic genome.74-76
advances such as those described above hold enormous
promise for revolutionizing medicine, biotechnology, and
energy while also generating concomitant biosecurity
and biosafety risks. as such, the uS government has taken
critical steps toward formulating risk mitigation policies
aimed at countering emerging and evolving biological
threats. the so-called Fink report, for example, put forth
recommendations for minimizing the threat of bioterrorism
without stifing scientifc innovation.77 additionally, the
national Science advisory board for biosecurity has provided
decision makers with guidance on overseeing and addressing
the national security implications of federally supported
dual-use biological research. Finally, in December 2017, the
uS government issued a new policy on oversight of research
involving enhanced potential pandemic pathogens, ending a
3-year federal moratorium on funding new gain-of-function
studies on infuenza, SaRS, and MeRS.78

bi o t eRRo Ri S M
o bS e RVat i o nS
absent an actual incident, communicators
found it difcult to mobilize allies and raise
awareness about the threat of bioterrorism.
prior to the 9/11 terrorist attack and subsequent anthrax
attacks, politicians and the public did not pay much attention
to threats of biological terrorism, and the burgeoning
community trying to raise awareness about this threat found
it difcult to communicate its urgency to nonexpert groups.
Many informants felt these major crises of 2001, however,
signifcantly heightened politicians’ and the public’s
awareness of the threat of bioterrorism. these events lent a
new sense of urgency to understanding and preparing for
bioterrorist threats, and many politicians, the media, and
members of the public sought information about their
vulnerability and how to protect themselves.
the fact that this threat no longer seemed to be a “lowprobability” threat made it easier for some informants to
communicate. one informant described how he found it
difcult to get appointments with senior stafers before 9/11,
but on September 12, 2001, congressional representatives
began reaching out to him about biosecurity issues. another
informant even considered the anthrax letters to be more
infuential in raising awareness and mobilizing action than
his own communication eforts. Some key informants
expressed that many of the hurdles they initially faced in
communicating about bioterrorist threats are now gone
because of the impacts of the anthrax attacks.

individuals heard warnings about the threat
of bioterrorism through a flter of their own
perspectives, priorities, and knowledge,
prompting communicators to customize their
outreach eforts.

PART 2

those who tried to raise awareness about the threat of

Similarly, when speaking to a more general audience,

biological terrorism had to communicate their messages to

informants described the need to use simple language to

multiple groups, including nonexpert groups who did not

describe the technical aspects of biological threats. When

know very much about the threat. these audiences had

communicating with the media, informants found that they

diferent interests and priorities and varying levels of

appreciated a “just the facts, ma’am” approach; people liked

knowledge that infuenced their receptivity to certain

hearing facts and appreciated if these were presented in a

messages and communication strategies. informants found

way that made sense to them. one informant also stressed

that congressional representatives and other politicians

the need to build a working relationship with the media and

prioritized getting re-elected and were thus concerned mainly

make their job easier by, for example, writing and rehearsing

with how biological threats afected their district in hearings

key questions that would efectively communicate the

on the subject. therefore, these informants found it more

message in a short news segment, so they could act as force

efective to give politicians a short list of things they needed

multipliers in raising awareness about the bioterrorist threat.

to know, rather than address the complexity of biological
threats as they might with the scientifc community, and then
connect these points to interests of their districts or states.
Some also felt that politicians’ lack of knowledge about the
technical aspects of biological weapons and terrorism kept
them from giving more attention to it: “i think that if mem-

presenting bioterrorism as a concrete and
urgent threat elicited a more favorable
response, especially when accompanied with
a solution.

bers of Congress truly understood the threat . . . they would
put more resources to make us better prepared.”
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Many key informants and their colleagues used physical

biological attack and highlight leaders’ lack of preparedness

illustrations to communicate the danger of biological agents

to mitigate such an attack. informants described these

to the public, politicians, and other nonexpert groups. in

scenarios as being particularly infuential in raising awareness

other words, they tried to get audiences to “live” the threat.

about bioterrorism.

one informant described how, when he gave talks to
politicians, he would bring in a bottle of innocuous white
powder to demonstrate the ease of transporting anthrax
through existing security systems. another informant
described how then–Secretary of Defense William Cohen
appeared on television with a 5-pound bag of sugar to
illustrate how little anthrax it took to seriously afect a
highly populated urban center—a tactic the informant
described as “transformative.”

at the same time, informants felt that one could not just
talk about the dangers without providing concrete
recommendations for subsequent action, as doing so could
elicit accusations of fearmongering. one informant felt that
presenting simple remedial actions to the public, media, and
politician audiences was an especially important form of
efective communication, describing this approach as “hurt
’em and heal ’em”: make audiences aware of the potential
consequences of inaction, followed by a set of actionable next

informants also conducted tabletop exercises and worked

steps. another informant corroborated this approach, stating

through hypothetical bioterrorist attack scenarios, such as

that eforts to raise awareness of existential threats obligates

Dark Winter, with senior leaders in government and law

communicators to concomitantly consider prevention and

enforcement to demonstrate the consequences of a deliberate

mitigation strategies.

PART 2

Given the complexity of biological threats and
their management, subject matter experts
sometimes found it difcult to communicate
to nonscientifc audiences.

to overcome these challenges, key informants felt that one
needed to be as clear about the facts and unknowns of the
crisis as possible to build trust among the media and the
public. experts held press briefngs, seminars, bioterrorism
drills, and other speaking engagements for politicians and

biological threats present special communication challenges

the media to educate these groups on biological threats and

due to the diversity and complexity of biological agents that

demonstrate their authority to speak on the issue in the

might be used in a bioterrorist event. these qualities can

process. establishing scientifc and technical authority before

make it difcult for nonexpert groups to understand

and not just during a crisis, one informant expressed, was

biological threats and their implications, including the

important to securing the trust of nonexpert groups as well.

difering speeds and scales at which agents such as anthrax,
ricin, or synthesized smallpox virus released in diferent
formulations would afect populations. Since there was not a
strong consensus in the biodefense feld in the early years
about communicating this threat, especially between groups
focused mostly on naturally occurring as opposed to

interpersonal relationships—not just
professional command of the technical facts—
were infuential in raising awareness about
the bioterrorist threat.

deliberate biological threats, it was difcult to convince

the threat of bioterrorism engages various expert groups and

members of Congress to attend to low-probability, high-

audiences. Some informants reported being better positioned

impact biological events.

and capable of communicating about the threat in certain

one informant noted that even more recently, Chairman of
the Senate intelligence Committee Richard burr claimed that
only about 5 members of Congress truly understand biological
threats. Such uncertainty and unfamiliarity with the subject
led to confusion during actual biological attacks. For example,
tommy thompson, who served as Secretary of Health and
Human Services during the 2001 anthrax attacks, went on 60
Minutes to discuss anthrax without sufcient knowledge about
the agent and mistakenly said that anthrax could be spread
through water. Some informants felt that constant revision of
recommendations for mitigating the threat of anthrax—a
problem exacerbated by the spread of misinformation—
gave the impression that authorities were contradicting
themselves and threatened their credibility as reliable sources
of information.

ways than others. For example, those working in government
agencies, such as the Department of Defense, used their
position to communicate internally to organize fractured
coalitions within the bureaucracy of federal government.
one informant embraced his background in public relations
to focus on communicating with the media and the public.
other informants, however, found it more efective to build
personal relationships and communicate with key stakeholders
and decision makers in government to raise awareness about
the bioterrorist threat. Such eforts helped reach politicians
working across party lines because they were grounded in
personal relationships. Whether informants directed their
eforts to personal contacts or to large groups, many related
that these approaches to communication were complementary
and necessary for reaching a broad range of stakeholders.
they also acknowledged that the qualities of particular
communicators made a diference to getting the message
across. in other words, successful communication depends
not just on the message but on the communicator
as well.
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C a S e St uDY:
C l i M at e CHan Ge

the onset of the Cold War in 1947 sparked large increases in

background

with the idea that such knowledge would aid in potential

long before modern scientifc practices, and as far back

adversaries.80,81 one scientist, Charles keeling, was able to

as even the ancient Greek philosopher aristotle, humans

meticulously calculate the amount of atmospheric Co2 at

government spending in scientifc research. Military agencies
became interested in areas of climatology and geophysics
battle strategies and give the united States a leg up on its

suspected that they themselves could alter the climate of a

Mauna observatory in Hawaii and found that it was, in fact,

given location.79 For example, settlers residing in the eastern

rising, much like Callendar and arrhenius had postulated.79

united States in the early 1800s believed that clearing the

importantly, these early measurements established a

forests had led to warmer and milder temperatures in the

baseline Co2 concentration for future comparisons that

region.79 While there were some who disagreed with these
ideas, most individuals agreed that humans could not afect
the global climate as a whole. as the world progressed through
the 19th century, the lack of detectable long-term changes in
the climate—coupled with a lack of explanation of how
climate change could occur, if it were in fact occurring—had
turned most scientifc opinions “decisively against any belief
in a human infuence on climate.”79

continue to this day—measurements that are known as the
keeling Curves.82
throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, evidence continued
to mount that supported the greenhouse gas theory; worried
scientists began to meet at various scientifc conferences and
workshops to contemplate policy actions, and several turned
to the un to voice their increasing concerns. their demands
led to the 1978 international Workshop on Climate issues in

it was not until the discovery of the ice ages in the mid-1800s

Vienna, followed shortly thereafer by the World Climate

that many scientists began to wonder what could possibly

Conference in Geneva in 1979, although little resulted from

cause such a dramatic change in the earth’s climate. Swedish

this conference other than the consensus that Co2 might

scientist Svante arrhenius proposed one theory, which would

be the cause of climate change.83 However, one structural

later become known as the “greenhouse efect,” in the late

body that did arise out of these conferences was the World

19th century. this theory—which at the time gained little

Climate program (WCp), which had the goal of increasing

traction—was that, through the burning of fossil fuels, carbon

understanding of the climate and applying that knowledge

dioxide (Co2) could build up in the atmosphere and cause an

to those sufering from its efects.84

increase in global temperatures. However, at the time, even
79

those who did believe in changing temperatures—including
arrhenius—thought that it could beneft, rather than harm,
the human population.80

Much of the scientists’ concerns had been spurred by the
realization that climate change could have drastic long-term
efects on both human health and the ecosystem. For
example, in 1983, the national academies press published a

it was not until the late 1930s and 1940s that the idea of the

report titled Changing Climate: Report of the Carbon Dioxide

greenhouse efect was again raised, this time by a steam

Assessment Committee, which reviewed the efects Co2 could

engineer named Guy Callendar. although much of his

have on the climate. Findings included shifs in temperature

calculations would ultimately be found to be incorrect, he

and rainfall, changes in crop yield, decreases in water

reignited this debate at a crucial point in time: the beginning

supplies, rising sea waters, extreme summer temperatures,

of the Cold War.

and changing distributions of insect vectors known to
transmit human disease.85
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in 1981, james Hansen and his colleagues at the naSa

it was not until the summer of 1988 that the threat of climate

institute for Space Studies published a report in Science that

change began to garner widespread attention. that summer

showed that the earth has warmed by 0.4 degrees Celsius over

had been unseasonably hot, and on june 23, Hansen would

the past century—a measure that was “consistent with the

relay the information he had published in Science in 1981,

calculated greenhouse efect due to measured increases of

stating that “the greenhouse efect has been detected, and

atmospheric carbon dioxide.” additionally, reports began

it is changing our climate now.”89 From that point forward,

showing that other gases could be contributing as much as

the number of newspaper articles published about climate

40% of the total warming. in 1985, Ramanathan published a

change skyrocketed, and climate change fnally began to

study showing the importance of other trace gases that could

move into the spotlight.90

86

87

amplify warming caused by Co2 and asserting that these gases
“are just as important as that of Co2 increase in determining
the climate change of the future or past 100 years.”88 this
meant that the efects of global warming could come twice as
fast as initially expected.80 no longer was global warming
talked about as a threat in the distant future, but as a threat
that would become apparent much sooner.
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in 1988, the World Conference on the Changing atmosphere:
implications for Global Security (known as the toronto
conference) took place in toronto with hundreds of
scientists in attendance representing various governments.
For the frst time, a group of distinguished scientists
concluded “that the changes in the atmosphere due to
human pollution represents a major threat to international

Cli Mat e CH anG e
o bS e RVat i o nS
the dangers of global warming are not always
immediately apparent, both in time and place,
making it difcult to galvanize public interest.

security and are already having harmful consequences over

afer the bombing of Hiroshima in 1945, the public had a

many parts of the globe” and called on the governments of the

visual example of what an atomic war would mean for the

world to begin reducing greenhouse gas emissions. this was

whole of civilization, evoking fears that the end of the world

followed by the formation of the intergovernmental panel on

could be near and that no person was immune to the

Climate Change (ipCC). the ipCC, which continues to this

devastation that could result. these fears were renewed during

day, is an international body that “provide[s] policymakers

the Cuban missile crisis in the 1960s and again during the

with regular assessments of the scientifc basis of climate

Reagan administration in the 1980s. Fear of nuclear war was

change, its impacts and future risks, and options for

refected in the production of comic strips, books, and

adaptation and mitigation.”

movies—some more realistic than others—that depicted the

84
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the rise of the climate change movement has not been an
easy one, and public, media, and political interest in this

horrors of nuclear war, including monsters, wastelands, and
the total destruction of humanity.

threat tends to wax and wane, ofen based on the occurrence

Global warming, however, was a far-of threat that lacked

of extreme weather events and the interests of current

immediacy and short-term consequences, thus making it

government leaders. For example, shortly afer the sudden

challenging to push public awareness into action. Many felt

increase in interest due to Hansen’s testimony in 1988, public

that the impacts were so far of that it would have little efect

concerns began to waver, and media reports declined as the

on themselves or their families—a communication challenge

heat of that summer became a distant memory. However,

that continues to this day. this phenomenon of discounting

climate change has continued to be covered by the media, and

far-of threats was one of many psychological barriers—or

the scientifc community has continued to raise awareness

“dragons of inaction”—highlighted by psychologist Robert

and publish their fndings, even as the issue has become

Giford that limit climate change mitigation and adaptation.91

increasingly politicized.

as one participant aptly noted:

unlike nuclear winter and bioterrorism, which have a more

“but so far [global warming] isn’t afecting people

clearly delineated timeline of when it became necessary to

enough. it’s not an imminent threat. When i was a kid,

raise the alarm about these existential threats, the climate

i was well aware that a nuclear war could happen in

change movement has been more protracted. Simply put, it

the next day, the day afer. if could happen at any time.

has been an aggregate of increasingly compelling evidence

Global warming isn’t like that. . . . it’s just not like oh,

and of an epistemic community dedicated to raising

my God, i’m going to get blown up tomorrow. So,

awareness about a less visible but equally concerning threat.

there’s this remoteness in time.”
participants also noted that even with increasing evidence
that global warming is, in fact, occurring, there still remains
a lack of public and political interest, in part because most
of the people and areas afected are remote and in lowerresource countries. this “social remoteness,” as one
participant termed it, has proved to be a difcult challenge
to overcome in raising awareness—and more importantly
action—around global warming.
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one way to overcome this barrier, as suggested by that same

providing people with actionable solutions, such as recycling,

participant, is to “talk very practical pocketbook backyard

made the problem much easier to handle, rather than

issues,” such as the dying of coral reefs or forest fres and the

presenting the “doom and gloom” scenario. another

associated economic impacts, which seem to resonate better

participant said that people, in general, want to make the

with audiences than discussing the larger downstream efects,

planet a better place and that they just need to know how to

such as species extinctions. another participant noted that

make it happen. another interviewee detailed how, when

recent events like Hurricanes katrina and Sandy have started

talking to the public and students about global warming, he

to raise concerns regarding global warming even among the

always frst presents the potential impact of the threat but

most skeptical audiences. However, without a “smoking gun,”

fnishes the discussion on an upbeat note, underscoring

it remains challenging and complicated to garner public

that it is not too late to prevent catastrophic damage.

interest and the motivation to change.

people must be presented with tangible,
actionable advice to mitigate the threat of
global warming, or they begin to feel that the
problem is too overwhelming and intractable.

Contradictory messages from scientists
confused the public and undermined eforts
to raise awareness about the threat of
climate change.
one of the more salient issues early climate scientists faced

Raising awareness about global warming is not enough to

when advocating in regard to climate change was widespread

motivate the public to address this threat. Rather, the problem

lack of understanding of the climate system itself. With this

must be made relevant to them and they must be provided

came various counterarguments to the position that the

with tangible, actionable advice on how to mitigate global

problem is largely driven by human actions.

warming. participants heavily emphasized the need “to talk to
people about reality as they see it,” particularly because many
of the impacts may be visible but not readily attributable to
global warming (eg, hurricanes, drought, wildfres). once the
issue has been acknowledged, then work can begin to address it.

early on, the entire edifce of the efects of Co2 on global
warming relied heavily on inadequate measurement
techniques as well as simplistic computer models that lef out
important variables. Many in the scientifc community raised
valid concerns about the accuracy of such models. one key

informants stressed the importance of providing practical

informant commented, “You really had to push the model to

steps and solutions to the public when addressing global

get it to represent the present climate,” and afer that, “How

warming, and they cautioned that using scare tactics could

did you know that this would still be accurate when doubling

hinder rather than motivate change. Fear-inducing messages

carbon dioxide?”

and images have ofen been used when communicating to the
public about global warming to dramatize the problem and
attract attention.92 However, some studies have found this to
be counterproductive, and the result is to instead distance
people from the issue and promote a sense of fatalism that
causes them to disengage.92,93 one participant echoed this
sentiment, noting:
“one has to be careful of scaring the hell out of
people. . . . You also have to show that there are
solutions. otherwise people go, ‘oh, my God, it’s too
big for me to grasp. i’m giving up. i can’t even think
about it.’”
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other respectable arguments attributed the rising temperature

Since the 18th century, modern economies have relied heavily

to increased solar activity; at the time, the solar activity curve

on fossil fuels. However, by the late 1900s, the burgeoning

closely matched the temperature curve. Several theories arose

scientifc evidence on the role fossil fuels play in driving

attempting to explain this peculiar correlation, and because

climate change had reached a new high. Fearful of stricter

of limited understanding of the atmosphere, they had to be

regulations, those in the fossil fuel industry “purposefully

taken seriously. indeed, many of these theories might still be

created think tanks, intentionally misleading messages, . . .

taken seriously today, but the solar activity curve afer the

and persistent lobbying of politicians” in an attempt to

1970s has been on a steady decline while the temperature

undermine those fghting the threat of climate change.96

94

curve continues to rise.

accepting the dangers of other existential threats such as

another counterargument to anthropogenic climate change

asteroids or even infectious diseases does not innately lead to

included the idea that the increased temperature was

economic disadvantages. However, if countries were to accept

somehow related to the clouds.95 Did increased cloud

the realities of climate change, it meant that eforts to mitigate

coverage afect the earth’s temperature? Did the clouds trap

the threat would likely lead to changes in energy consumption

radiation, thus leading to warming, or do the clouds refect

and potential economic loss. this made the discussion and

sunlight back into space and thus lead to a cooling efect?

search for potential solutions much more difcult for climate

Many at the time believed that clouds would have an overall

change than for other existential threats.

cooling efect that would largely cancel out much humancaused global warming. Decades of research has now shown
that clouds may be amplifying the efects of global warming,
but some scientists remain unconvinced.

Fossil fuel industries have even been able to recruit reputable
scientists such as Richard lindzen, a former professor of
meteorology at the Massachusetts institute of technology. 97
lindzen published several articles through the Cato

Mounting scientifc evidence eventually led to several

institute—a conservative think tank that has received over

national and international meetings, which ultimately led

$100,000 from oil companies including exxonMobil—which

to a global consensus that the threat of climate change is

serve to express the “uncertainty” of the global warming issue.

here. this intergovernmental consensus gave credence to the

lindzen also serves as an advisor to the Co2 Coalition, a

idea that this was a global issue that would require global

group promoting the benefts of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

involvement to combat.

the drivers of climate (eg, fossil fuels) are
innately intertwined with economic enterprise,
and advocating for changes to mitigate the
threat of climate change pitted scientists
against the economic interests of corporations,
leaders, and entire countries.

a 2000 study by McCright and Dunlap98 analyzed
publications from conservative uS think tanks between
1990 and 1997 and found that, of the 224 publications found,
159 sought to discredit the prevailing arguments for climate
change. a follow-up study99 in 2012 found that 90% of
climate change denial books do not undergo peer review,
allowing authors to “recycle scientifcally unfounded claims.”
additionally, in july 2015, the union of Concerned Scientists
published The Climate Deception Dossiers,100 a collection of
documents that illuminates the deceptive tactics fossil-fuel
companies have used over the past 3 decades to mislead the
general public concerning the role fossil fuels play in
driving climate change.
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Di SC u SSion

Hurricanes katrina and Sandy, which concretized the

ofsetting the tensions in Risk
Communication about the Very Worst Cases

letter attacks, which exemplifed a deliberate outbreak; and

S uSta in in G i n F lu e n C e a S p ol i tiCal
anD C ult uR al W i n D S S H i F t
underlying political currents and social attitudes, as well

disastrous efects of a changing climate; the 2001 anthrax
the uS-north korea nuclear standof, which reignited
interest in nuclear winter theories.

tie the problem to current events and ally with
other movements.

as erupting crises, infuence the extent to which people

Communicators about existential risk should be acutely

acknowledge and act on existential risk. environmental and

aware of underlying political currents that might jeopardize

nuclear disarmament movements, including the values and

the sustainability of the message. to assure that messages

knowledge they propagated, heightened recognition of the

about an existential risk continue to resonate, communicators

threat posed by nuclear winter. on the other hand, political

should highlight their relevance to current events—such as

climate also stymied awareness about existential threats, as

the dangers of nuclear war between the uS and north korea

in the antagonism of a hawkish administration toward

when one is raising awareness about nuclear winter. in

nuclear winter science or that of fossil fuel interests toward

order to help weather the vicissitudes of political events,

climate change predictions. Current events and crises have

existential risk communicators should build alliances with

made predicted and personally remote existential threats

individuals working in government, the media, academia,

more real, immediate, and urgent: the 1988 heat wave that

and philanthropic organizations in order to ensure the

embodied the greenhouse efect described by Hansen;

sustainability of the message in the long term.
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Capitalize on the attention that a crisis confers
upon an issue.

For the evidence standard, stress having a
scientifc quorum, not absolute consensus.

During a crisis or “focusing event,” advocates on existential

When communicating about an existential risk, scientifc

issues should make the connections between the crisis and

consensus is helpful but not required. the nature of science

the existential risk vivid to the public and to the policymaking

assumes there will inevitably be disagreement, and a small

community.101 in an everyday context, issue advocates can

number of critics will always question the science. However,

work to refne depictions of the existential risk and to develop

ensuring a robust scientifc discussion and publication in

concrete options for mitigation. When a relevant crisis erupts,

multiple peer-reviewed journals prior to entering the public

given the public’s and policymakers’ concrete understanding

sphere can help to insulate the movement from criticism.

of the immediate event, scientists and advocates can interject

adopting an interdisciplinary process, which should include

their account of the longer-term existential problem and its

a variety of technical experts with diverse backgrounds,

solutions into the public discourse.

experiences, and nationalities, at the earliest possible stage

iM pa R t in G tRu t H W H e n S C i e n Ce
iS iM pe R Fe Ct
Scientists have been at the forefront of uncovering and

can ensure the credibility of the science and larger success
of communication eforts.

Cultivate able science communicators.

communicating existential risk, empowered by expertise in

Campaigns to raise awareness about an existential risk should

the natural world, social positions of authority, claims to

identify strong scientifc communicators with a technical

objective knowledge, and global professional networks.

background in the subject being articulated. this can help to

evidence of an existential threat comes through science: the

disseminate the fndings as widely as possible. However, it will

epidemiology of smallpox, the atmospheric study of dust and

be difcult to disentangle this individual’s personal values,

smoke, the climate science behind the greenhouse efect,

beliefs, and politics from the message being conveyed. to

and so on. Scientifc authorities who have entered the public

strengthen credibility and minimize accusations of bias,

domain to raise the alarm about existential risk, however,

communicators should be transparent about their underlying

have encountered signifcant barriers in translating technical

values, political beliefs, and conficts of interest.

knowledge into social action. to claim a true representation
of the problem, scientists work to avoid bias and achieve
agreement about the validity of fndings. on this basis,
nuclear winter theorists were criticized for stepping outside
the role of neutral observers and into the politically charged
arena of nuclear policy. in all cases, competing theories and
claims of scientifc uncertainty (eg, nuclear autumn,
securitized public health, human role in global warming)
threatened confdence in the existential risk assessment.
lastly, experts have struggled to prove an existential risk,
hampered by their own technical idioms and audiences
with varying degrees of education and knowledge about the
physics, the climate system, infectious diseases, and so on.

ReMaininG ConStRuCtiVe abo ut a
Cata StRopHiC SCenaRio
Warnings about existential risks have been more infuential
when public and political audiences feel that they have the
knowledge and opportunity to alter the outcome. individuals
advocating for greater attention to the bioterrorist threat
employed a “hurt ’em and heal ’em” communication
strategy—that is, they detailed both the problem and some
solutions, exerting more infuence on the directions of policy
and practice. the nuclear winter concept gained traction more
readily at a time when the nuclear disarmament movement
presented a clear path toward averting this existential risk.
advocates working on climate change have discovered the
limits to “doom and gloom” scenarios in generating social
change and consciously worked to provide audiences with
tangible solutions and a sense of self-efcacy in the face of a
larger-than-life threat.

PART 2

outline the costs of inaction and specify actions
to take.

balance a planetary “we” with a self-interested
“me.”

proof of an existential risk does not, on its own, prompt

existential risks entail threats to the species and to whole

social change. people require confdence in their ability to

populations: the common good is at stake. Yet, individuals

exert control in a situation. by outlining specifc mitigation

live in specifc circumstances that drive self-identity, create

options and/or concrete processes by which those options can

social obligations, and confer diferential economic and

be developed, existential risk communicators can more readily

political power. Communicators of existential risk should

mobilize policymakers and the public to concentrate their

strive to portray a global community at risk but also appeal

attention, time, and resources on the problem.

to the self-interests of the audience whose behavior that they
seek to infuence. bioterrorist experts, for example, made

avoid extreme cases to illustrate the problem.
Delivering fear-instilling messages and depicting extreme
scenarios in the hope of shocking people into awareness and
action can be counterproductive by promoting a sense of
helplessness. predictive models of an existential risk should
include middle-of-the-road scenarios instead of focusing
solely on the “worst-case” scenarios. in representing an
existential risk, communicators should frame the risk as
grave yet tractable.

l oC at in G R e M o t e R i S k i n t H e HeRe
a nD n o W
people postpone action on an existential threat because the
consequences are perceived as remote—happening rarely, in
the distant future, or to someone somewhere else. Much of
the world discounted the consequences of a uS-Soviet nuclear
exchange, assuming the 2 superpowers threatened only
themselves. the nuclear winter scenario, however, triggered
broader interest in nuclear disarmament because planetary

eforts to concretize the consequences of a deliberate attack in
terms of a politician’s own district or a bureaucrat’s realm of
responsibility. Climate change experts are framing the
protracted efects of global warming in terms of “very practical
pocketbook” issues: for example, the loss of tourist income in
areas of dying coral reefs.

enlist issue champions who can personalize
the problem.
the persuasiveness of an argument about an existential risk
and its mitigation is not a function of compelling evidence
alone; it also depends on the trust and faith accorded the
messenger. existential risk communicators who connect with
their audiences on a personal level fnd more receptive ears—
from Carl Sagan, who was able to engage mass audiences in
the case of nuclear winter on the basis of the popular Cosmos
series, to D. a. Henderson and other bioterrorist experts who
reached out to associates in government, medicine, and public
health to convey their grave concerns directly.

cooling was seen to jeopardize every nation’s interests. an
impediment to the success of the climate change movement
has been that the efects of global warming are protracted,
lack immediacy, and are experienced more acutely in lowresource countries with limited political and economic pull.
Worried about bioterrorism, public health and medical
experts struggled to convince policymakers of the
dangerous and disruptive efects of a deliberate outbreak,
until the dissemination of anthrax-laden letters shut down
government, rattled the public, and overwhelmed
health agencies.
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PART 3

Recommendations on
How to Heighten
awareness and Motivate
action around GCbRs

P

arts 1 and 2 of this report present the fndings of a multiphase research project to help

inform the development of a strategic approach for communicating about global catastrophic

biological risks. First, we sought to elicit the attitudes and assumptions that infuential
individuals in science, policy, and practice circles now hold regarding GCbRs. knowing major
ideas in common, diverging points of view, and the rationale behind them can enable issue
advocates to defne GCbR in more meaningful terms and to spur and strengthen commitment
to risk reduction more readily. Second, we analyzed other times in history when it became
necessary to alert policymakers, practitioners, and the public to the possibility of an existential
or catastrophic threat, to uncover how others have communicated about the unthinkable
without shutting down the conversation and successfully garnered public attention and action.
Here, in part 3, we distill communication recommendations on how better to heighten
awareness and motivate action around globally catastrophic, potentially existential biorisks,
informed by the views of specialists on diverse GCbR aspects and the experiences of historic
actors who have helped move other global scale threats onto the public stage.
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PART 3

Recommendations: How to Heighten awareness and Motivate action

intended end-users of the recommendations below include

Draw on the clarity that a relevant crisis brings to the

subject matter experts who wish to use their technical

GCbR issue. During a crisis, people more readily seek out

acumen and social standing to prompt a greater societal

answers for risks they otherwise consider remote. an

response to GCbRs and to enlist more colleagues in doing

outbreak of a novel and lethal pathogen, for instance, can

so, philanthropists who seek to deepen the impact of their

deepen understanding about the character or probability of

initiatives in felds that touch on GCbRs such as health and

infectious disease crises, the vulnerability and limits of the

security from individual to global levels, and political

systems on which we rely to deal with them, and the need to

advocates who hope to make the case more successfully for

act collectively to avert a GCb event in the future.

applying a portion of public resources to help mitigate the
risk of a globally catastrophic biological event.

Cast GCbRs as a concrete, present-day, directly
personal problem, diminishing any perceived
remoteness.
individuals put of acting on a signifcant threat seen to be
remote—that is, occurring rarely, in the far-of future, or to
others in distant places. issue advocates should tie GCbRs to
the immediate context and concerns of the individuals and
institutions they seek to infuence, drawing on specifc
concrete scenarios to make the risk more tangible.
Single out pandemics as the memorable stand-in for

balance a planetary “we” with a self-interested “me.”
the world’s well-being is at stake in the case of a GCbR,
yet individuals and institutions are still located in specifc
contexts that drive self-identity, social obligations, and
diferential rates of economic and political power. GCbR
issue advocates should appeal to the self-interests of the
broader parties they seek to enlist in understanding and
mitigating the threat; stand in their shoes to understand what
their concerns are and how the GCbR issue relates to them.

present GCbRs as a challenge where solutions
are possible, enhancing a sense of self-efcacy.
Warnings about catastrophic, potentially existential risks are

GCbRs as a whole. to make risk reduction a concrete and

more successful when public and political audiences feel that

proximate goal for diverse nations, it is useful to capitalize on

they have the knowledge and the chance to make a diference.

the increasing salience of the idea of a pandemic. Moreover,

Communicators should use a solutions-oriented narrative to

“pandemic” captures both the certain prospect of a worldwide

keep people from dismissing GCbRs as a hopeless cause.

infuenza outbreak and the growing risk of an accidental or
deliberate release of a bioengineered pathogen of pandemic
potential (a situation that is still underappreciated).
Relate the GCbR issue to current happenings. to assure

outline how and why it is possible to alter the outcome
of a GCbR. people require confdence in their ability to
exercise control in a threatening situation. GCbR issue
advocates should work to outline specifc risk reduction

the sustainability of GCbR communication amidst shifing

approaches and a concrete path for developing an overall

political and cultural currents, issue advocates should

plan of action.

highlight the issue’s relevance to contemporary events. they
should also ally themselves with groups representing adjacent
interests to exchange information, ideas, and innovation.

be prudent about projecting radical GCbR outcomes.
using the most extreme cases to shock people into awareness
and action has the potential to backfre, by inadvertently
seeding hopeless and fatalistic outlooks. GCbR models should
incorporate and report out middle- of-the-road scenarios that
depict both the gravity and the tractability of the situation.

PART 3

Spotlight the routine co-benefts of investing in

Foster a global network of GCbR experts. binding the

GCbR mitigation. explaining the immediate return on

destinies of the world’s populations together, a GCb event can

investments made in anticipation of a GCb event can enable

start anywhere and potentially afect everywhere. Yet, current

stewards of scarce resources to justify expenditures of time,

GCbR discourse emanates mostly from a small number of

energy, and money on a threat perceived as remote in

organizations in europe and the united States, and health

comparison to immediately pressing concerns.

security more broadly has diferent salience for the Global

identify leverage points in non-health arenas for
mitigating a GCbR. Strong medical and public health
capacities are essential to mitigating a GCbR, but to diminish
the repercussions of a global biorisk for political, economic,
and social systems will require the eforts of a broad set of

north and Global South. Fostering a genuinely international
community of GCbR scholars can help build capacity both
within and across nations to advance the knowledge needed to
understand, communicate, and manage global biorisks.
Continually update risk assessment and risk reduction

stakeholders from government, industry, nonprofts, and

strategies. Diverse experts concur that biological risks are

civil society.

ever evolving, and that novel social, ecological, and
technological conditions (and their interplay) are magnifying

Strengthen and share the science of GCbRs and
their mitigation in meaningful ways.
GCbRs are an emergent concern that does not yet have a
broad epistemic community or an established research
agenda. a discrete group of scientists, public health
professionals, and think tank experts have begun to study and
discuss related issues, but these professionals are not well
distributed across disciplines or world regions. Communityand capacity-building activities among scholars entrusted
with characterizing GCbRs and their mitigation can help
mobilize a broader societal response that is commensurate
with the danger posed by extreme biorisks.
advance an interdisciplinary science of GCbRs and

the chances and consequences of a global incident. eforts
to consolidate a wider network of GCbR scholars should
support periodic assessments of the feld to permit course
correction and adaptation to new developments.
enlist and enable subject matter experts as able GCbR
communicators. technical experts are important allies in
making GCbRs a higher priority in the public domain,
commanding both scientifc fact and social standing. to
overcome any hurdles to communicating about GCbRs to
a broad audience due to their specialized idiom and
communication norms, interested scientists should have
access to resources (eg, media training, science writer
collaborators) that enable them to convey their technical
knowledge in meaningful terms.

their mitigation. experts on how extreme biothreats emerge
and spread, what consequences they have and for whom, and

the recommendations above represent a frst step in the

which policies and practices may reduce their impacts come

development of a more strategic approach to communicating

from diferent disciplines and have few occasions to

about GCbRs, so as to prompt greater awareness and action

collaborate in credible and holistic depictions of the problem

about the threat; they bear on what to communicate (ie, the

and solutions. building up an interdisciplinary network of

science behind the problem and its solutions) as well as how

scholars can advance the knowledge base around which to

to communicate (ie, the framing, tone, and emphasis

prompt appropriate actions including those that can be taken

delivered in a narrative). We hope that this advice, informed

by non-health sectors in anticipation of a GCbR and those that

by the insights of specialists on GCbR aspects as well as

address the vulnerability of the human host as well as the

thought leaders who have warned about other global threats

virulence and transmissibility of the pathogen.

in the past, helps advance the public dialogue about extreme
biological threats.
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